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At the nanoscale, the physicochemical properties of metals are strongly dependent on 
their shape and size, a finding that has generated tremendous interest and considerable 
efforts in the morphology-controlled synthesis (“morphosynthesis”) of nanometals. 
The ultimate goal is to develop a rational approach to the design and synthesis of 
nanometals in the desired morphology for the desired functions. The efforts to date 
have led to some advances although many of the successes are limited to the creation 
of relatively simple shapes (e.g. platonic nanocrystals (NCs) and their truncated forms). 
A gap still exists in the controlled synthesis of complex nanostructures where 
properties and functionalities may be “programmed” through morphological 
diversifications. This thesis study is an attempt to fill some of the void by using a 
directed evolution approach for the controlled synthesis of complex metal 
nanostructures. The approach will be demonstrated by the synthesis of two particular 
types of nanostructures: polyhedral NCs bound by high-index facets and hybrid metal 
NCs with complex but well-defined geometries. 
 
High quality polyhedral high-index NCs with customizable particle attributes such as 
size, crystallinity and exposed facets were demonstrated first. Specifically 
monodisperse concave trisoctahedral (TOH) gold NCs with high-index {hhl} facets 
and in various sizes were formed by seed-mediated growth under kinetically 
controlled conditions. The particle size could be increased stepwise by applying the 
seed-mediated growth method successively. Favorable metal precursor reduction rates 
and preferential adsorption of cetyltrimethylammonium cations (CTA+) on high-index 
facets created the favorable conditions for the development of high-index NCs. 




shield-like Au NCs with a single twin plane and high-index {hhl} facets could also be 
grown. The single twin planes in the NCs were formed by the coalescence of NCs in 
growth solutions using NaCl to screen out the repulsive interaction between CTA+-
capped Au NCs. These NCs were then used as templates to guide the evolution 
(“directed evolution”) of high-index facets on a different metal by a heteroepitaxial 
growth method. This was demonstrated by the epitaxial growth of a Pd shell on 
concave TOH Au NC seeds under carefully controlled growth conditions. By this 
method, polyhedral Au@Pd NCs with three different classes of high-index facets, 
namely concave TOH NCs with {hhl} facets, concave hexoctahedral NCs with {hkl} 
facets and tetrahexahedral NCs with {hk0} facets; could be synthesized in high yield. 
The miller indices of NCs were also modifiable.  
 
Hybrid NCs with exotic but designable morphologies were also synthesized. These 
hybrid nanostructures may be regarded as artificial metallic molecules since they were 
constructed from metal NCs in different configurations (which served as the artificial 
(metallic) atoms) by direct metallic bonds. A diverse range of artificial metallic 
molecules with complex but well-defined geometries were formed by precise and 
independent control of the size and shape of the artificial atoms; and their spatial 
organization. This was exemplified by artificial metallic molecules consisting of 
monometallic Au NCs in the centre surrounded by bimetallic AgPd satellite NCs. The 
central NC was enclosed by {111} or {100} facets (or both) upon which satellite 
artificial atoms with exposed {111} or {100} facets (or both) were deposited. The 
distribution of the satellite NCs on the central NC could be varied, i.e. they could be 
located selectively at the corners or along the edges of the central NCs to increase the 




these metallic artificial molecules was inferred from a series of carefully executed 
experiments. It was found that the bonding sites were determined primarily by the 
precursor addition sequence. The formation of a Ag layer on the Au NCs or on a 
deposited thin Pd layer was crucial. The Ag layer reacted with the depositing metallic 
ions in a spatially-separated galvanic displacement reaction to result in corner- or 
edge-selective growth respectively. The exposed facets of the satellite NCs were 
mainly determined by the concentrations of the Ag precursor and HCl through growth 
kinetics control.  
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CHAPTER 1  INTRODUCTION 
 
1. 1 Background  
Nanomaterials are fertile grounds for scientific explorations since they often exhibit 
properties significantly different from their bulk counterparts. (Burda et al, 2005; Tao 
et al, 2008; Xia et al, 2009) Among the myriad of nanomaterials, noble metal 
nanocrystals (NCs) have drawn the most interest owing to their strong oxidative and 
corrosion resistance, unique physicochemical properties, and ease of preparation. (Sau 
and Rogach, 2010) Technological applications of noble metal NCs have already been 
envisaged in the fields of optics, catalysis, electronics, biological labelling, imaging, 
photothermal therapy and so forth. 
 
It has now become known that, besides the NC size, the shape of the NCs can also be 
used for tailoring the properties of nanomaterials. (Xiong et al, 2007; Tao et al, 2008; 
Tian et al, 2008; Xia et al, 2009) Sometimes, features and functionalities that are either 
difficult or impossible to achieve by simple size-tuning of spherical NCs could be 
realized by tuning the NC shape. Morphology programming can also be used to 
enhance the NC properties or generate new functionalities. (Guo and Wang, 2011). 
The premise for all these is the availability of capable shape-controlled synthesis 
methods. The development of a fundamental understanding of shape-dependent 
properties, through which shape of nanomaterials may be used in future designs to 
deliver the needs of the application, is also predicated upon the ability of shape-
controlled synthesis to create the desired shape or to generate a sufficient number of 




2011). A good understanding of the growth mechanisms can reduce the number of 
trial-and-error in shape controlled synthesis; thereby allowing the tuning of NC 
morphology and the optimization of the preparative conditions to be performed 
rationally. (Viswanath et al, 2009; Niu and Xu, 2011) NCs with well-defined shapes 
are also useful as the templates to generate hierarchical nanostructures.  
 
The pursuance of an increased level of nanostructure complexity to provide new 
properties depends on the advances in shape-controlled synthesis to create new and 
exotic shapes. (Xiong et al, 2007; Tian et al, 2008; Guo and Wang, 2011) High-index 
NCs and hybrid nanostructures are two relatively “new” nanostructures that were 
discovered by recent successes in shape-controlled synthesis.  
 
High-index NCs are NCs bound by high-index facets. A surface with high Miller 
indices is “atomically rough” with an increased presence of atomic steps and/or kinks; 
which are often sites of enhanced chemical reactivity. (Somorjai and Blakely, 1975; 
Sun et al, 1992; Tian et al, 2007; Xiong et al, 2007; Zhou et al, 2010) The 
development of high-index NCs is expected to benefit applications such as chemical 
sensing and catalysis because of the heightened response of the NCs to their 
environment. (Tian et al, 2008; Zhou et al, 2008; Jiang et al, 2010; Zhou et al, 2011) 
High-index NCs are often characterized by unconventional geometries and a large 
number of facets. Geometrically a large number of high-index facets may be generated 
from polyhedrons by varying the polyhedron type and its geometric parameters. (Tian 
et al, 2008; Zhou et al, 2008; Zhou et al, 2011) With the increased complexity, high-
index NCs offer more tunability and variability compared with the low-index NCs. 




growth rates are often high in the high-index directions resulting in the obliteration of 
these facets in the final product. (Tao et al, 2008; Xia et al, 2009) The product quality 
and designability are rather limited as a result. As the growth mechanism is not well 
understood due to limited investigations, the synthesis is currently dominated by trial-
and-error methods. The exploration of the useful properties of different high-index 
facets and the development of structure-property relationships are consequently 
greatly hindered. The full potential of high-index NCs cannot be realized without 
continuing progress in shape-controlled synthesis. 
 
Hybrid NCs are elaborate multi-component NCs consisting of two or more different 
materials that are integrated through chemically bonded interfaces. The interest in 
heterostructures is driven by the potential of delivering an outcome which is not met 
by the constituents. (Cozzoli et al, 2006; Carbone and Cozzoli, 2010; Costi et al, 2010) 
For example heterogeneous NCs represent an effective means of integrating the 
properties of different materials to provide multifunctionality in applications. Besides, 
the close coupling of different components on the nanoscale may also generate 
synergistically enhanced properties. As the complexity of heterostructures is 
multiplicative of the complexity of single component nanostructures, the properties of 
heterostructures not only depend on the shape and size of individual components but 
also on the spatial organization of these components within each NC. The synthesis of 
hybrid NCs with programmable morphology is a significant challenge as it requires 
the development of synthetic protocols capable of the independent control of shape, 
size and crystallinity of the constituent building blocks, and the precision organization 
of these units at their interface. A methodical approach to the overall synthesis is still 




nanostructures is also needed for the development of synthetic protocols of general 
utility that can be applied to most nanomaterials. 
 
1. 2 Objectives and scope 
The primary objective of this thesis study is to develop synthesis methods capable of 
producing noble metal NCs with programmable diversity and complexity by a rational, 
evolutionary approach. This was accomplished by systematic tuning of parameters 
such as the shape and size of polyhedral NCs. The approach will be demonstrated by 
the successful synthesis of Au-based high-index NCs and hybrid NCs in a few 
configurations. Au was chosen not only because of its application potentials but also 
of the vast literature that is already available on the synthesis of Au NCs; and the ease 
of nanogold characterization. (Eustis and El-Sayed, 2006)  The polyhedral NCs in this 
study are mostly nearly spherical and hence may be regarded as zero-dimensional NCs.  
 
The following is a list of completed research activities: 
1. Synthesis of high-index NCs with customizable sizes and good monodispersity 
control. Trisoctahedral (TOH) Au NCs in the size range of 55 to 120 nm were 
prepared by a seed-mediated growth method. The sizes could be increased 
stepwise by applying the seed-mediated growth method in succession. A kinetic 
control strategy was used to promote the development of high-index facets. 
2. Synthesis of high-index NCs with twinned structures. A hitherto unreported 
nanostructure—shield-like Au NCs with a singly twinned structure and high-index 
{hhl} facets, were also prepared. The kinetic control strategy developed in (1) was 
used to control the exposed facets of the shield-like NCs. The formation of the 




3. Synthesis of high-index NCs with variable high-index facets. Polyhedral Au@Pd 
core-shell NCs enclosed by three different classes of high-index Pd facets 
including concave TOH NCs with {hhl} facets, concave HOH NCs with {hkl} 
facets, and THH NCs with {hk0} facets were produced in high yield. The Miller 
indices of these NCs were also modifiable. The synthesis was based on the 
heteroepitaxial growth of a conformal layer of a different metal, Pd in this case,  
on the concave TOH Au NC templates produced in (1) under careful control of the 
growth kinetics of the deposited metal layer.   
4. Synthesis of Au@AgPd hybrid NCs with programmable morphologies. These 
hybrid nanostructures may be regarded as artificial metallic molecules since they 
were formed by integrating artificial metallic atoms (i.e., NCs) through true 
metallic bonding. Metallic artificial molecules consisting of monometallic Au NCs 
in the centre surrounded by AgPd bimetallic satellite NCs were prepared. The 
shape and size of the central and satellite NCs, as well as their spatial relationships, 
could all be precisely and independently controlled thereby creating a large 
spectrum of particle morphologies. The central NCs were enclosed by {111}, {100} 
facets or both and the satellite NCs were enclosed by {111}, {100} facets or both, 
The satellite NCs could be made to bond specifically at the corners or on the edges 
of the central NC, forming a library of intricate shapes for   morphological 
diversity. The size of the constituent NCs could also be tailored. 
5. Mechanistic studies on the formation of the hybrid metallic NCs. The synthesis 
conditions were systematically varied to reveal as many aspects of the growth 
dynamics as reasonably possible. The salient synthesis parameters that influenced 




were identified. A phenomenological formation mechanism consistent with many 
of the experimental observations was proposed. 
 
This thesis is organized into eight chapters. After this introductory chapter, a brief 
account of the current literature on topical matters related to this study is given in 
Chapter 2. Chapters 3, 4, 5 describe, respectively, the synthesis of TOH Au NCs, 
single twin shield-like Au nanostructures, Au@Pd NCs with variable high-index facets. 
The concept of artificial metallic atoms and artificial metallic molecules (“hybrid 
NCs”) is introduced in Chapter 6; which also features typical synthesis methods and 
demonstrations of their morphological diversity. The possible mechanisms of 
formation of the artificial metallic molecules are discussed in Chapter 7. The thesis 
closes with Chapter 8 as the conclusion chapter, which also suggests some future 




CHAPTER 2  LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
This chapter provides a succinct but up-to-date account of major topics relevant to the 
shape controlled synthesis of high-index NCs and hybrid NCs. These topics are 
presented in four sections. The first section introduces the basic principles and the 
factors in the development of polyhedral NCs. This is followed by a short overview of 
the colloidal chemistry methods of NC synthesis especially for the noble metal NCs. 
The chapter ends with the basic concepts and surveys of current progress in the shape-
controlled synthesis of high-index and hybrid noble metal NCs in two consecutive 
sections. 
 
2. 1 Fundamentals of the formation of polyhedral NCs  
One of the major goals of current nanomaterials research is to understand the shape 
evolution processes in NCs. This section is a summary of the current understanding on 
shape evolution and the major factors in particle morphology development. Such 
knowledge provides the first step towards the continuing improvement of the synthesis 
of products with the desired features (morphology). In general NCs are formed either 
under either thermodynamic control or kinetic control. 
 
2.1.1 Shape evolution under thermodynamic control 
NCs which are formed under thermodynamic equilibrium conditions would adopt a 
shape that minimizes the total surface energy. For crystalline solids where surface 
energy is anisotropic, the total surface energy is determined not only by the surface 




the crystal with facets of the lowest possible surface energy as well as by truncating 
the corners to minimize the surface area in a given volume, resulting in a polyhedral 
shape. For a face centered cubic (fcc) crystal structure, the surface energies of the 
crystallographic facets may be ordered as follows: {111}<{100}<{110}<{hkl} 
(h>k>l). Consequently a single crystal fcc NC formed under thermodynamic 
controlled conditions would be a truncated octahedron which is enclosed by eight 
hexagonal {111} facets and six square {100} facets. Although truncation introduces a 
relative higher energy {100} facet, the increase in energy is compensated by the 
creation of a nearly spherical shape which reduces the total surface area. Equilibrium 
conditions seldom persist throughout a synthesis. The nuclei in the early stages of 
nucleation are usually equilibrium shaped since their stability is predominated by a  
surface energy term (Viswanath et al, 2009). In most cases equilibrium shapes are 
produced because the growth kinetics “happens” to promote the development of such 
shapes.  
 
2.1.2 Shape evolution under kinetic control 
In most synthesis systems, NCs are grown under non-equilibrium conditions and their 
final shape is determined by the relative growth rates in different crystallographic 
directions. During crystal growth, the facets which grow faster in directions normal to 
them would shrink and eventually disappear while the facets with slower growth in the 
normal direction would expand and finally occupy the entire crystal surface. 
Consequently, the shape of the NCs can change during growth due to the differences 
in growth rates and different final shapes may be obtained. (Wang, 2000; Grzelczak et 
al, 2008; Tao et al, 2008; Xia et al, 2009) A simple illustration of the NC shape 




consists of x and y facets at the beginning. The faster growth in directions normal to 
the y facets results in the decrease in y facets progressively until the latter are 
completely displaced by the slower growing x facets. On the contrary, y facets will 
remain if they have a relatively slower growth rate. Therefore, the basic principle of 
realizing polyhedral shape in NCs is to create conditions where the growth kinetics 
would promote the development of the desired polyhedral shape eventually. 
 
 
Figure 2.1 Schematic illustration of shape evolution during crystal growth. a) 
Rapid addition to the y-facets (relative to the x-facets) results in the expansion of the 
x-facets and the eventual disappearance of the y-facets, and b) vice versa. In this figure 
the length of arrow is directly proportional to the growth rate. When the crystal is 
enclosed by a single set of planes, the shape will be stable in growth unless the relative 
growth rate is again modified. (copied from Xia et al, 2010) 
 
The kinetics of crystal growth is affected by many factors. The effects of these factors 
on particle morphology are often complex and not fully understood. Observations of 
crystal growth at the atomic level are not easy or even possible especially when the 
crystal growth occurs in solution. However, some general trends have begun to emerge 
after years of extensive research.  
 
2.1.2.2 Kinetic control through surface adsorbents 
It is known that different crystallographic facets have different surface energies. 




are usually faster than those in directions normal to the low energy facets resulting in 
the withdrawal or elimination of the high energy facets while expanding the low 
energy facets. One way to manipulate the growth kinetics is to introduce surface 
adsorbents that could modify the surface energies of different crystallographic facets. 
Both organic and inorganic compounds can be used as specific surface adsorbents. 
 
Organic molecules have long been used to impart stability to the NCs against 
aggregation. A general term, capping agent, is used to describe these specialized 
organic molecules. Since metal NCs have different electronic structures and atomic 
arrangements on different facets, one can expect the binding affinity of a capping 
agent to vary from facets to facets. The selective adsorption of the capping agent on a 
specific crystallographic facet could hinder the access of that facet to the depositing 
metal atoms. This would lead to slower crystal growth in the affected direction and 
relative faster growths of other facets to oblivion. The commonly used capping agents 
include surfactants (e.g., cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB), tetradecyl-
trimethylammonium bromide (TTAB)) (Jana et al, 2001; Sau and Murphy, 2004; 
Habas et al, 2007; Zhao et al, 2008), polymers (e.g., Polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP)) (Sun 
and Xia, 2002; Kim et al, 2004), ligands (e.g., thiols, amines) (Watt et al, 2010; Zhang 
et al, 2010), and biomolecules (e.g., DNA, protein, amino acid) (Kou et al, 2007). The 
capping agent can also be a byproduct of the synthesis (Burt et al, 2005).  
 
Similar to organic capping agents, some small inorganic compounds also show 
preferential adsorption on specific facets of the NCs. The inorganic additives that have 
been successfully used to guild shape evolution include metal ions (e.g., Ag+, Cu2+) 




counter ions (e.g., Cl-, Br- or I-) (Xiang et al, 2006; Xiong et al, 2007; Xiong et al, 
2007; Smith et al, 2009) and small molecules (e.g., O2, NO2) (Wiley et al, 2004; Habas 
et al, 2007; Tian et al, 2007). These inorganic compounds usually do not impart 
stability to the NCs. Their roles in promoting or inhibiting growth in specific 
directions for shape evolution of the NCs are more complex than those of organic 
capping agents. For example, Ag+ may limit or enhance growth of particular 
crystallographic directions in Au and Pt systems through specific adsorption or 
galvanic-driven reaction. (Liu and Guyot-Sionnest, 2005; Song et al, 2005; Seo et al, 
2008) Anisotropy in shapes may also be created by etchant ion pairs such as  
NH4OH/H2O2 (Mulvihill et al, 2010), O2/Cl- (Wiley et al, 2004; Xiong et al, 2005) 
which attack selectively the corners or the edges of the NCs.  
 
2.1.2.3 Kinetic control through metal ion reduction rate variations  
The metal ion reduction rate determines how fast the metal atoms are produced for 
deposition during growth. It controls the absolute growth rate of the atoms. Usually 
NCs obtained under extreme fast reduction conditions are dendritic or branched 
structured, with rough surfaces rather than well-defined polyhedral shapes. (Watt et al, 
2009; Lim and Xia, 2011) For the formation of a target polyhedral shape, the synthesis 
conditions must be controlled to deliver the appropriate reduction rate. Reduction rate 
may also influence the growth rates in different crystallographic directions. A slow 
reduction rate limits the number of atoms available for deposition. As a result, most of 
these atoms are able to select the energetically most favorable growth sites. The 
difference between the growth rates in different crystallographic directions is therefore 





Reduction rate can be varied through the use of solvent systems, reactants, additives 
and reaction conditions. A wide range of reducing agents, such as borohydride 
(Pietrobon et al, 2009), citric acid or citrate (Zhang et al, 2007) and ascorbic acid or 
ascorbate (Sau and Murphy, 2004) for the aqueous systems; polyols (Seo et al, 2008), 
diols (Sun and Xia, 2002; Kim et al, 2004) and DMF (Tsuji et al, 2010) for the organic 
systems, are available to provide a wide range of reduction capabilities. Solvent and 
capping agents can affect the diffusion and delivery of reactants and hence the 
effective reduction rate. Capping agents and additives may also form complexes with 
the metal ions to lead to changes in the reduction potentials and hence the reducing 
rate. (Chakravorti and Subrahmanyam, 1992) Reaction conditions such as temperature 
and solution pH can either affect the reduction kinetics directly or indirectly through 
their influence on the reducing power of the reducing agent and on the dynamics of 
capping agent or other additive adsorption.  
 
2.1.3 Effect of twinning on shape evolution 
The presence of {111} twin planes is a common defect for the fcc metals due to the 
low twin boundary energy. In a twinned structure, the twinned subunits are in mirror 
symmetry to each other along a twin boundary (the twin plane). The local structure 
near a twin boundary is hexagonal close packed (hcp). Due to fluctuations in some 
structural as well as environmental factors (such as surface energy minimization, 
supersaturation and crystal reconstruction, etc.), stacking faults may occur during the 
nucleation and growth of a NC leading to the formation of twin defects. Singly twined 
and multiply twinned decahedral (pentagonal bipyramid) and icosahedral particles are 
common in fcc metals. (Lofton and Sigmund, 2005; Elechiguerra et al, 2006; Xia et al, 




(MTPs) are composed of tetrahedral subunits, joined together on twin planes and 
sharing common axes of 5-fold symmetry.   
 
The influence of twinning on the shape evolution of NCs has been noted. (Lofton and 
Sigmund, 2005; Elechiguerra et al, 2006; Xia et al, 2009; Sau and Rogach, 2010) In 
general, the twinned structures and the exposed facets determine collectively the final 
shape of the NCs. For example, single crystalline NCs could be octahedrons, 
cuboctahedrons or cubes depending on the relative growth rates along the <111> and 
<100> directions. (Wang, 2000) Singly twinned NCs could adopt a right bipyramidal 
shape (a NC consisting of two right tetrahedrons placed symmetrically base to base) 
enclosed by {100} facets. (Wiley et al, 2006; Zhang et al, 2009) Multiply decahedral 
twinned NCs could be decahedrons (Gao et al, 2006), nanorods with pentagonal cross-
sections (Seo et al, 2009), star-shaped NCs (Watt et al, 2010) and needle-shaped 
nanorods (Liu and Guyot-Sionnest, 2005; Tian et al, 2009).  
 
2. 2 Colloidal chemistry synthesis 
The preparation of NCs has thus far been dominated by solution-based colloidal 
chemistry methods. (Cushing et al, 2004) Colloid chemistry synthesis involves the 
precipitation of NCs in a continuous solvent matrix containing precursors, reducing 
agent(s), capping agent(s), and sometimes other additives. Due to a high degree of 
freedom in choosing different solvent systems, reacting species, additives as well as 
synthesis conditions, colloidal chemistry synthesis offers unmatched versatility for 
varying the composition, shape, size and surface functionalities of the NCs. (Xia et al, 
2009; Sau and Rogach, 2010; Niu and Xu, 2011) Hence a large number of 




Furthermore, colloidal synthesis does not require expensive equipment, is 
technologically simple to implement, and can be scaled up for volume production 
relatively easily and inexpensively. Colloidal chemistry methods involving a wide 
selection of reagents and reaction conditions have been developed for the preparation 
of noble metal NCs with polyhedral shapes. They can be classified broadly into two 
categories by whether preformed NCs were used to seed the further growth of the NCs. 
The seed NCs are often nascent NCs somewhat bigger than nuclei which have a 
relatively stable crystallinity. (Xia et al, 2009) Those methods without the addition of 
seed NCs are known as homogeneous nucleation methods whereas those with the 
addition of seeds are known as seed-mediated growth methods. 
 
2.2.1 Homogeneous nucleation methods 
In the homogeneous nucleation method, seed particles are formed in-situ. The seed 
formation and growth typically proceed by the same chemical process. The primary 
advantage of this synthetic strategy is simplicity and convenience of execution. Hot-
injection technique is the most widely used homogeneous nucleation method. In a one-
pot hot-injection method, a large amount of precursor is injected at one go to a hot 
solution containing the reducing agent to produce a sudden surge in supersaturation for 
burst nucleation. Nucleation is completed within a very short time after injection; 
followed by crystal growth. Burst nucleation is particularly important for achieving a 
high monodispersity of NC size and shape. (Seo et al, 2008) The precursor may also 
be injected stepwise at a predetermined rate. (Kim et al, 2004) For such serial 
injections, the volume of each single injection is usually small. Supersaturation builds 
up during the first few injections until it is above the critical value for nucleation. 




nuclei. Another method for homogeneous nucleation is the heating-up method where 
the precursor, reducing agent(s), and additive(s) are mixed at a low temperature and 
heated up to a sufficiently high temperature to initiate nucleation. 
 
The major challenge in the homogeneous nucleation method is providing a chemical 
environment that not only produces seed particles with uniform crystallinity but also 
supports kinetically controlled growth to specific polyhedral shapes. One way to 
control the crystallinity in a homogeneous nucleation is the use of specific etchants 
that can selectively remove high-energy multiply twinned structures. (Wiley et al, 
2004; Xiong et al, 2005; Wiley et al, 2006) 
 
2.2.2 Seed-mediated growth methods 
Seed-mediated growth is a two-step synthesis in which NC seeds are prepared first and 
then added to a separate solution for growth. (Jana et al, 2001) Such a strategy uses 
discrete steps to effectively separate seed formation from growth, which is particularly 
advantageous for the design of NC shapes through the optimization of the seed 
structure and growth conditions. The crystal structure of the NCs is determined during 
the seed formation process and propagated by subsequent epitaxial growth. With 
initial crystallinity guided by the seeds, a wide range of growth conditions may then be 
used to vary the growth kinetics for the development a variety of NC shapes. The 
separation of seed formation and growth has enabled many NCs to be produced with 
good size and shape uniformity. (Skrabalak and Xia, 2009) 
 
Usually, the seeds are generated under condition of high chemical supersaturation 




formed crystallinity are produced. A milder reducing agent is then used for growth to 
keep the reduction rate below the supersaturation level so that secondary nucleation is 
inhibited. NCs with well-defined shapes may also be used as seeds. In this case, the 
growth conditions that favor the growth of other shapes can then introduce shape 
diversifications. (Carbo-Argibay et al, 2007; Sohn et al, 2009) The seed NCs not only 
define the crystallinity of the resulting NCs but also guide the shape evolution of the 
latter. 
 
Seeded overgrowth methods are also commonly used to generate heterostructures 
where the seeds of one material induce the deposition of a different material around or 
onto their surface. (Habas et al, 2007; Fan et al, 2008) There are two typical distinct 
outcomes for such a seeded growth process: the formation of a conformal, complete 
shell of the secondary material on the entire surface of the seeds, or the deposition and 
growth of the secondary materials is only local to specific site(s) of the seeds. (Habas 
et al, 2007) The hybrid NCs formed as such will be discussed further in Section 2.4. If 
the growth leverages on the epitaxy between the two different metals, it is more 
accurately referred to as heteroepitaxial growth. The seed NCs in this case would 
develop the crystal structure and the shape of the deposited materials as in the case of 
homogeneous NCs. The prerequisite for heteroepitaxial growth is a close lattice match 
between the seeds and the deposited materials.  
 
2. 3 Polyhedral high-index NCs 
2.3.1 High-index planes and terrace-step notations 
Generally, low-index {111}, {100}, and {110} surfaces are atomically flat terraces. 




indices greater than unity, usually display a terrace-step structure consisting of a 
number of atomic steps and/or kinks, and are thus also called stepped surfaces. 
(Vanhove and Somorjai, 1980; Tian et al, 2008) A terrace-step notation was 
introduced by Samojai and co-workers to describe high-index planes exhibiting 
ordered terrace-step structures. (Vanhove and Somorjai, 1980) In this notation, a high-
index plane is expressed as n(htktlt)×(hsksls) if it contains n atomic width of (htktlt) 
terraces separated by monoatomic (hsksls) steps. There are four classes of high-index 
planes, namely, {hk0}, {hkk}, {hhl}, and {hkl} planes. The first three classes of high-
index planes can be considered as different combinations of a pair of low-index 
microfacets as terraces and steps, as illustrated in Table 2.1. Within each high-index 
class, the planes are differentiated by the width of the terraces that separate the steps. 
For example, the {hk0} facets can be considered as (100) terraces with n atomic rows 
and monoatomic (110) steps when the h/k value is equal or grater than 2. Accordingly, 
(210) and (310) planes can be described as 2(100)x(110) and 3(100)x(110), 
respectively. Those planes that are not found in the Table can be decomposed into 
subfacets of the same high-index class. For example, the {520} facets may be treated 
as a series of altering {210} and {310} subfacets. The {hkl} planes are more complex 
and not shown in the Table since they exhibit terrace-step-kink structures with all 
three types of low-index microfacets. One way to express the {hkl} facets is to 
consider them as low-index (111) terraces and {hk0} steps where the high-index step 








Table 2.1 Terrace-step notations of high-index planes in fcc structures. A high-
index plane expressed as n(htktlt)×(hsksls) means n atomic widths of (htktlt) terraces 













h/k ≤ 2 (n, n-1, 0) n(110)x(100) 
  h/k ≥ 2 (n, 1, 0) n(100)x(110) 
{hkk} 
h/k ≤ 2 (n+1, n-1, n-1) n(111)x(100) 
  h/k ≥ 2 (2n-1, 1, 1) n(100)x(111) 
{hhl} 
h/l ≤ 2 (n+1, n+1, n-1) n(111)x(110) 
  h/l ≥ 2 (2n-1, 2n-1, 1) n(110)x(111) 
 
 
2.3.2 Polyhedral high-index NCs and surface structures 
Each of the four classes of high-index facets ({hk0}, {hkk}, {hhl}, and {hkl}) are 
affiliated with a specific polyhedral type. The different types of single crystalline 
polyhedral NCs and their exposed facets can be mapped by a triangular diagram 
shown in Figure 2.2. (Tian et al, 2008; Jiang et al, 2010; Zhou et al, 2011) At the three 
vertices are polyhedrons enclosed by three low-index facets, namely octahedrons with 
{111} facets, cubes with {100} facets and rhombic dodecahedrons with {110} facets 
respectively. On the three sides and within the triangle are four classes of high-index 
facets and the corresponding high-index NCs defined by them. Each class of high-
index facets located on the side that connects a pair of low-index facets are constituted 




index facets consisting of (110) terraces and (100) steps is located at the side 
conjoining the (110) and (100) facets. The three corresponding polyhedral types on the 
sides, enclosed by {hhl}, {hkk} and {hk0} facets, are trisoctahedron (TOH), 
trapzohedron (TH), and tetrahexahedron (THH) respectively. Inside the triangle is 
hexaoctahedral (HOH) type where {hkl} facets are the adopted surfaces. Moving along 
the side of the triangle or anywhere within the triangle, the Miller indices of the high-
index facets vary but the class type is preserved. Changes in the Miller indices also 
alter the facet orientations. Such changes give rise to different geometric parameters 
for the same polyhedral type. Clearly, the unconventional and rather complex 
geometry of high-index NCs is a rich resource for shape variations.  
 
 
Figure 2.2 Triangular diagram showing fcc metal polyhedrons bounded by 






2.3.3 Relationships between Miller indices and the geometry of high-index NCs 
 
Table 2.2 Relationships between the projection angles and geometric parameters 








Equations for the 
projection angles and 
Miller indices 
Calculated projection angles for 










  270  
{hk0} α β 
{210} 126.9  143.1  
{520} 136.4  133.6  
{310} 143.1  126.9  
{720} 148.1  121.9  
















{hhl} α β γ 
{221} 141  90  141  
{552} 134  97  148.5  
{331} 129.5  102  153.5  










  270  
{hkk} α β 
{211} 126.9  143.1  
{522} 136.4  133.6  


















{hkl} α β γ 
{321} 153.5  87.45  148.4  
{421} 160.0  86.75  153.5  
{431} 141.1  98.0  157.1  
{432} 160.0  78.0  136.0  
{532} 163.9  78.6  141.1  
 
 
From the discussion section 2.3.2, it is clear that the class of the exposed facets defines 
the NC polyhedral type, and for each polyhedral type, the geometric parameters of the 
shapes are related to the Miller indices of the exposed facets. Such relationships 




exposed facets of a synthesized polyhedral NC. For convenience, the projection angles 
along selected crystallographic directions are often used to identify the Miller indices. 
The relations between Miller indices and projection angles of an ideal polyhedral NC 
viewed from a given direction are described by a set of equations shown in Table 2.2, 
which could be derived from solid geometry. (Tian et al, 2008) For both THH and TH 
NCs, the optimal projection direction is the <100> direction showing an octagon with 
4-fold symmetry and thereby two characteristic angles α and β that are related to the 
Miller indices. For the TOH and HOH NCs, the optimal projective direction is the 
<110> direction showing an octagon with 2-fold symmetry and three characteristic 
projection angles, α, β and γ. The calculated projection angles for some selected facets 
are shown as examples in the Table. 
 
2.3.4 Synthesis of polyhedral high-index NCs 
The first comprehensive study on the synthesis of high-index NCs with well-defined 
shapes and in high yield was carried out by Tian et al. (Tian et al, 2007), which 
included an extensive characterization effort, hypothesis for the mechanism of 
formation; and property explorations. The study is often taken as the breakthrough in 
the field. Actually high-index NCs had been synthesized long before this study. 
However, the early studies were beset by low yield, poor product quality; and 
inadequate product characterizations. Recent advances have led scientists to realize 
that irregular shapes such as non-perfect polyhedral shapes (Zhang et al, 2010; Huang 
et al, 2011; Yu et al, 2011), needle shapes (Liu and Guyot-Sionnest, 2005; Tian et al, 
2009), and branched structures (Watt et al, 2010), are indeed high-index NCs. Even 
shapes that were previously thought to be bounded by low-index facets can indeed be 




same time recognizing that Au nanorods could be bound by high-index {hk0} facets 
rather than by low-index {110} and {111} facets. (Carbo-Argibay et al, 2010; Katz-
Boon et al, 2011) Thus, many of the interpretations regarding growth, reactivity, and 
adsorption properties of Au nanorods may have to be revisited.  The discovery of 
high-index NCs has generated new insights and significantly expanded the scope of 
nanomaterials research. 
 
Presently polyhedral high-index NCs can be prepared by electrochemical methods or 
colloidal chemistry methods. The key to producing high-index facets is to create 
reaction conditions where the high-index facets are kinetically stable. This is usually 
done with the aid of high-index facet mediators in the form of capping agents or 
specific additives. 
 
2.3.4.1 Electrochemical synthesis of high-index NCs 
Tian et al. pioneered the use of square-wave potentials to produce high-index NCs 
electrochemically (Tian et al, 2007; Tian et al, 2010) The first reported success was 
the electrochemical preparation of THH Pt NCs bounded by 24 high-index {730} and 
vicinal high-index {hk0} facets. (Tian et al, 2007) In this method, Pt nanospheres (ca. 
750 nm in diameter) were first deposited on a glassy carbon electrode and then a 
square-wave potential was applied. Through dissolution and re-crystallization proceess, 
THH Pt NCs were grown on the glassy carbon at the expense of the Pt nanospheres. 
The square-wave potential led to periodic oxygen adsorption and desorption on the Pt 
NCs surfaces which played key roles in reconstructing the surface structure of the Pt 
NCs and in increasing the quantity of the atomic steps. These high-energy surfaces 




fuels such as formic acid and ethanol. However, the high yield of 90% was reported 
without counting the residual micrometer sized Pt nanospheres. The latter were present 
in significant quantities and can significantly reduce the noble metal utilization 
efficiency. Other high-index NCs such as THH Pd NCs with 24 {hk0} facets (Tian et 
al, 2010), five-fold twinned Pd nanorods with {hk0} or {hkk} facets, (Tian et al, 2009) 
concave HOH Pt and Pd NCs, (Tian et al, 2008; Zhou et al, 2008) and TH Pd NCs 
bounded most likely by {311} facets (Tian et al, 2008; Zhou et al, 2008), could also be 
prepared by the electrochemical square-wave potential method. The method has been 
improved to eliminate the residual polycrystalline nanospheres. Reaction parameters 
such as potential limits of the square-wave potential and metal salt concentration were 
found to critically impact the shape of the high-index NCs.  
 
It should be mentioned that NCs produced by electrochemical methods are often 
bonded to a flat electrode, which is not a particularly suitable substrate for applications 
where a high dispersion of the metal NCs is preferred, such as fuel cell catalysis.  
 
2.3.4.2 Colloidal chemistry synthesis of high-index NCs 
The synthesis of NCs is more scalable by colloidal chemistry methods. The synthesis 
conditions may also be more easily optimized to support high yield production. The 
product NCs are dispersed in solution; which can be used directly or re-dispersed in 
another medium for further surface modifications. Therefore, the colloidal chemistry 
methods are more versatile and preferable than the electrochemical methods of 





A few recipes have been reported for the colloidal chemistry synthesis of high-index 
noble metal NCs. In the majority of these cases, the high-index NCs were prepared in 
aqueous solution with metal chlorides or chlorometallic acids as the precursor and 
ascorbic acid as the reducing agent. Capping agents are important to the formation of 
high-index facets and in many cases cetyltrimethylammonium chloride (CTAC) (Gao 
et al, 2008; Yu et al, 2010; Zhang et al, 2010) or CTAB (Ming et al, 2009) was used. 
Additives such as silver ions (Ming et al, 2009; Zhang et al, 2010) and counter ions 
such as chlorides (Zhang et al, 2010) and bromides (Ming et al, 2009; Yu et al, 2011) 
released by the capping agent, also wield a strong influence on the NC shape. Small 
metal NC seeds were used in some synthesis to improve the size and shape 
monodispersity and variability (Ming et al, 2009; Yu et al, 2010). To date, the 
colloidal chemistry methods have been successfully used for the high yield synthesis 
of single crystalline high-index NCs such as TOH Au NCs (Gao et al, 2008; Yu et al, 
2010), elongated (Ming et al, 2009) and perfect (Li et al, 2010) THH Au NCs, concave 
cubic Au NCs (Zhang et al, 2010), concave cubic Pt NCs (Yu et al, 2011), and 
concave polyhedral Pt NCs with {411} facets (Huang et al, 2011). The incorporation 
of twinned structures in the high-index NCs gave rise to a needle-like (Liu and Guyot-
Sionnest, 2005; Tian et al, 2009) or branched appearance (Watt et al, 2010).  
 
Template-assisted heteroepitaxial growth has been increasingly used as a simple and 
yet effective method for the preparation of high-index facets. NCs with a well defined 
shape were used as seeds to guide the shape evolution. For example, THH-shaped 
Au@Pd core-shell heterostructures were produced with Au nanocubes as structure- 
directing cores. (Lu et al, 2010) Other than the CTAC capping agent and reaction 




formation of high-index shapes. Wang et al. prepared THH and TOH Au@Pd NCs 
using THH and TOH Au NCs as the templates respectively and observed shape-
copying from the template to the shell through heteroepitaxial growth. (Wang et al, 
2010) The THH and TOH Au@Pd NCs were bound by {730} and {221} facets in 
exactly the same way as the high-index Au templates. 
 
2. 4 Hybrid nanostructures 
2.4.1 Classification of hybrid NCs 
Hybrid NCs are elaborate multi-component NCs containing two or more different 
material sections that are chemically bonded along their interfaces without molecular 
linkers. Hybrid NCs represent a new generation of nanomaterials where technological 
potentials surpassing those of single components (which may be constrained by 
composition or geometric limits) may be realized through increased sophistications in 
the structure and innovations in the designs. (Cozzoli et al, 2006; Carbone and Cozzoli, 
2010; Costi et al, 2010) 
 
There are two common types of hybrid NCs. The simpler and more common ones are 
the core-shell NCs. In this particular hybrid structure, a NC core is covered by a shell 
of a different material with the formation of a contiguous interface between the two 
materials. As a consequence, the core and shell materials share extensive interfaces, 
across which strong electronic communications may be established leading to 
properties that are distinct from those of the individual components. Core-shell 
construction is also used when a shell is needed to protect a chemically active core for 
compatibility issues in an application environment, or for surface modifications. 




The second type of hybrid nanostructures is the particle-on-particle (POP) structure. In 
this hybrid nanostructure, two or more inorganic domains are connected through a 
non-contiguous interface. The secondary NCs are attached to the core via one or 
several separate sites. By packaging components with different properties on a 
common NC, the POP structure is better poised to support the multifunctionality 
requirement of some applications. The POP structure is more complex than the core-
shell structure since there are more ways to distribute the secondary NCs relative to 
the core. The POP structures can therefore manifest many configurations. One way to 
classify them is by the number of secondary NCs on the core NC. The most common 
POP structures are those connecting two NCs with different compositions. They are 
referred to as hetero-dimers, peanut-shaped and pear-shaped NCs depending on the 
geometry. (Shi et al, 2006; Lim et al, 2010; Wang et al, 2010) POP structures may also 
involve two NCs connected through a bridging NC of a different material (two 
secondary NCs to a common core NC). Such POP structures are called ternary hybrid 
NCs or dumbbell-shaped NCs. (Shi et al, 2006) When the number of secondary NCs is 
greater than two, the POP structures are often referred to as hetero-oligomers or 
sometimes as flower-like and clover-like NCs based on their appearance. (Cozzoli et 
al, 2006; Carbone and Cozzoli, 2010; Wang et al, 2010) Complex POP structures 
formed by a number of aggregated secondary NCs on the entire surface or on specific 
sites of the core NCs have also been reported. (Grzelczak et al, 2006; Min et al, 2009) 
 
2.4.2 Synthesis methods for hybrid nanostructures 
The synthesis of hybrid nanostructures is mainly based on the colloidal chemistry 
methods. The most widely used among them is seed-mediated growth (Section 2.2.2). 




of the hybrid NCs, are prepared first and subsequently mixed with precursor of the 
secondary metal, a mild reducing agent, a capping agent and perhaps some other 
additives. The seeds may act as the catalyst for the reduction of the secondary metal 
since the energy barrier for heterogeneous nucleation is lower than that for 
homogeneous nucleation. The seeds also serve as the template to direct the evolution 
of the morphology of the secondary NCs. The preparation conditions are optimized to 
promote heterogeneous nucleation of the secondary metal onto preformed NC cores 
instead of forming a separate NC phase; and to suppress the replacement reaction 
between the core and the secondary metal precursor, whenever possible. The intrinsic 
properties of the components (e.g. lattice constants, electronegativities of the atoms, 
bonding energy between atoms, and etc), the reaction parameters and the shape 
anisotropy of the seed NCs determine collectively the configuration of the resulting 
hybrid nanostructures (more in Section 2.4.3).  
 
There are also methods of preparation which are based on the replacement reaction of 
sacrificial templates. (Camargo et al, 2007; Zhang et al, 2008) This method is useful 
for hybrid NCs where the core is more reactive and can be displaced by the secondary 
material. In such synthesis, the core material is prepared into sacrificial templates 
which are then mixed with the precursor of the secondary metal in the absence of 
reducing agent. The secondary metal ions are reduced by the electrons produced from 
the oxidation of the templating NC cores. The galvanic-driven reduction (deposition of 
the secondary metal) and oxidation (dissolution of the template NCs) reactions may 
occur non-uniformly on the template surface; with the deposition of the secondary 
metal favorable on certain high energy site(s) resulting in a POP structure. (Camargo 




2008; Njoki et al, 2011) The extent of the replacement reaction has to be carefully 
controlled as an overly aggressive reaction can result in the formation of hollow NCs. 
(Skrabalak et al, 2008; Cobley and Xia, 2010) 
 
The hybrid nanostructure could also be produced by the one-step co-reduction method. 
(Lee et al, 2009; Wang and Li, 2010) This method is simple and convenient in terms 
of operation as no preformed seeds or templates are required. The hybrid NCs are 
formed by simultaneously reducing a mixture of the precursors of all the metallic 
components. The control of the reaction conditions is more stringent or individual 
separate NCs or alloy NCs will be formed instead of hybrid NCs in the desired 
configuration. 
  
The discussion in the following sections will focus mainly on hybrid nanostructures 
prepared by the seeded growth technique. 
 
2.4.3 Factors that determine the configuration of hybrid nanostructures  
The intrinsic properties of the components, growth kinetics and anisotropy of the seed 
NCs, will all affect the configuration of the resulting hybrid NCs. Lattice mismatch 
has been recognized as an important factor in heterogeneous nucleation and growth. 
(Habas et al, 2007; Fan et al, 2008) Core-shell nanostructures with coherently grown 
epitaxial interfaces are obtained when the lattice parameters of the core and shell 
materials are closely matched (usually within 1-3%) to minimize the strain from 
misfits. On the contrary, a high lattice mismatch prevents the conformal overgrowth 
and often results in a POP structure, as decreasing the shared interfaces can lower the 




lattice matching on different facets where the secondary metal is preferentially 
deposited on facets with a smaller lattice mismatch. It has been demonstrated recently 
that other intrinsic properties such as metal bonding energy and the electronegativity 
difference between the metals may also affect the configuration of the hybrid NCs. 
(Fan et al, 2008) Core-shell NCs are promoted by layer-by-layer growth which is 
favored by bond energy between the shell metal atoms smaller than that between the 
shell and substrate atoms. Interactions between the core and secondary NCs, for 
example electron transfer, are governed by the electronegativity difference of the 
component metals. The electronegativity of the secondary NCs needs to be lower than 
that of the core metal in order to suppress unwanted displacement reaction and to 
easily wet the surface of the core.  
 
The configuration of the hybrid nanostructures is also dependent on the growth 
kinetics. Reaction variables such as choice and concentrations of the reducing agent, 
the capping agent and metal ions will all have an impact on the growth kinetics. 
Usually fast growth promotes the formation of POP structures as an increased rate of 
reduction favors the formation of multiple nucleation sites rather than conformal 
overgrowth, while adequately slow growth prefers layer-by-layer growth and results in 
a core-shell structure. (Lee et al, 2008; Lim et al, 2010) Preferential nucleation on 
specific sites may be induced by capping agents or additives which adsorb strongly on 
certain surface sites. POP structures are often the product in these cases. (Seo et al, 
2008) 
 
Anisotropic templates represent an intriguing platform leveraging on the reactivities of 




variations of hybrid configurations may be obtained this way, many of them are the 
POP structures. The selective heterogeneous nucleation can be regarded as a process 
which advantageously obliterates the unstable facets of the seeds. (Wetz et al, 2007; 
Lee et al, 2008) On the other hand, the diffusion and accessibility of reactants may 
differ from sites to sites on an anisotropic shape, leading generally to the preferential 
deposition on more accessible sites.  
 
2.4.4 Shape controlled synthesis of noble metal hybrid nanostructures 
Many noble metal core-shell nanostructures with different compositions and well-
defined shapes for the core and shell have been reported. For core-shell structures, as 
long as layered growth is favored to form a conformal shell, the shape of the core-shell 
NCs can be controlled by varying the growth kinetics of the shell material in a rational 
manner, similar to the way this strategy is applied to single component NCs. For 
example, the heteroepitaxial growth of Pd on well-faceted cubic Pt NCs could result in 
Pt@Pd NCs in cubic, cuboctahedral and octahedral shapes by using NO2 as facet-
specific adsorbent to regulate the growth kinetics of the Pd layer. (Habas et al, 2007) 
Au@Ag, Au@Pd, Pd@Pt, Pd@Au core-shell NCs with well-defined core and shell 
shapes were formed using the different growth behaviors of the shell to lead the shape 
evolution. (Tsuji et al, 2006; Xiang et al, 2006; Fan et al, 2008; Lim et al, 2008; Tsuji 
et al, 2008; Ma et al, 2010) The shape of the core-shell NCs is naturally influenced by 
the shape of the cores which are the growth templates. For example, with TOH and 
THH NCs as seed NCs, Au@Pd NCs adopting exactly the same shape as the seeds 
were produced. (Wang et al, 2010) Such a strategy is useful for the preparation of 





Morphology control is more challenging for the POP structures since in addition to the 
size and shape of the components; the number and the location of the secondary NCs 
also have to be regularized. The morphology of the core NCs can be determined by 
seed-mediated growth. The growth condition of the secondary metal is then varied to 
enable site-selective growth, and the morphology development of secondary NCs. 
Quite a number of studies have been carried on controlling the number and the 
location of the secondary NCs. The number of secondary NCs that can be deposited 
per core NC was found to depend on preparation variables such as core particle size, 
concentrations of the metal precursors and polarity of the solvent system. For example, 
pear-like, peanut-like and clover-like Pt-Au POP structures with one, two, and four Au 
NCs per Pt core NC could be obtained by adjusting these variables. (Wang et al, 2010) 
The locations of the secondary NCs were found to depend mainly on the shape 
anisotropy of the core. Hybrid NCs with spatially asymmetric arrangements of their 
domain components have been formed by heterogeneous growth on anisotropic seeds, 
such as nanorods, nanowires and branched NCs. (Cozzoli et al, 2006; Carbone and 
Cozzoli, 2010) For example, by fine tuning the growth conditions, the locations of Pt 
nano-islands on Au nanorods could be tailored from end-caps, to edges and finally to 
the entire rod surface. (Grzelczak et al, 2006) Position control over polyhedral shaped 
core NCs has also been attempted. POP structures such as small Pt NCs selectively 
grown on the {100} facets of Au cores (Grzelczak et al, 2006) and Pd NCs selectively 
grown on the corners of cubic Pt NCs (Lee et al, 2008) have been reported. It is 
worthwhile to mention that many of the studies on the synthesis of POP structures 
produced spherical secondary NCs. The simultaneous and independent control of the 





CHAPTER 3  SEED-MEDIATED 
SYNTHESIS OF MONODISPERSE 




3. 1 Introduction 
The physicochemical properties of noble metal NCs depend strongly on both their size 
and shape. (Burda et al, 2005; Tao et al, 2008; Xia et al, 2009) For 0D single 
crystalline noble metal NCs, the properties are mainly determined by two shape-
related attributes - the type of exposed crystallographic facets and the presence of 
sharp corners and edges. Noble metal NCs with high-index facets, i.e. crystallographic 
planes with at least one of the Miller indices {hkl} greater than unity, are generally 
more catalytically active than NCs with low-index facets due to the high density of 
atomic steps and dangling bonds. (Tian et al, 2007; Xiong et al, 2007) The sharp 
corners and edges from a NC can also result in significant electromagnetic field 
enhancements, as have been confirmed by both experimental measurements (Wang 
and Halas, 2008; Xie et al, 2008) and theoretical calculations (Hao et al, 2004; Bakr et 
al, 2006; Kumar et al, 2008). The rational design and synthesis of nanostructures with 
exposed high-index facets and sharp corners is therefore valuable to applications such 





Insofar as Au is concerned, although much progress has been made on the size and 
shape controlled synthesis of Au NCs, most of the efforts are focused on NCs with a 
regular polyhedral shape such as octahedra, (Seo et al, 2006; Li et al, 2007; Zhang et 
al, 2007; Chang et al, 2008; Seo et al, 2008; Niu et al, 2009) truncated octahedra, (Seo 
et al, 2008) cubes, (Kim et al, 2004; Seo et al, 2006; Dovgolevsky and Haick, 2008; 
Seo et al, 2008; Niu et al, 2009) decahedra, (Pastoriza-Santos et al, 2007; Seo et al, 
2008; Zhang et al, 2010) and icosahedra (Kim et al, 2004; Zhang et al, 2007; Seo et al, 
2008; Xu et al, 2008; Zhang et al, 2009; Zhang et al, 2010) which are bounded by low-
index {111} and {100} facets. It is significantly more challenging to synthesize NCs 
enveloped by high-index facets because of the high growth rates in directions normal 
to the high-index planes to reduce the overall surface energy. The star-shaped metal 
NCs with their characteristic sharp corners are one example of the NCs bounded by 
high-index planes. (Chen et al, 2003; Hao et al, 2004; Bakr et al, 2006; Kumar et al, 
2008; Wang and Halas, 2008; Xie et al, 2008) The synthesis of star-shaped NCs is a 
fairly recent development but many of the star-shaped NCs synthesized are poorly 
defined structures with random branches.  
 
Recently, a new shape for the Au NCs, namely trisoctahedral (TOH) Au NCs with 
exposed high-index {221} facets, was reported by Ma and co-workers. (Ma et al, 
2008) A TOH is an octahedron (Figure 3.1A) with each of its facets capped by a 
triangular pyramid (Figure 3.1B and 3.1C). It is therefore a polyhedron bounded by 24 
high-index facets with Miller indices of {hhl} (h>l). (Ma et al, 2008; Tian et al, 2008) 
With the increase in the height of the triangular pyramids that cap the octahedral 
facets, the polyhedron transforms from an initially convex shape (Figure 3.1B) to a 




appearance with sharp edges and corners. The development of a synthesis method to 
produce TOH NCs with a well-defined concave shape and customizable sizes is of 
interest to catalytic and sensing applications. The size-controlled synthesis of uniform 
TOH Au NCs smaller than 100 nm in high yield has not been successful, mainly 
because it is difficult to maintain the high-index facets and concave polyhedral shape 
with high surface energy when the particle size decreases.  
 
 
Figure 3.1 Geometric models of (A) octahedron, (B) convex TOH and (C) 
concave TOH. TOH enclosed by {221} facets are given as representatives. The 
models in the right hand side column are viewed along the <110> direction. 
 
Herein, we report a procedure suitable for the synthesis of concave TOH Au NCs with 
sizes controllable from 55 to 120 nm by seed-mediated growth in the presence of 
cetyltrimethylammonium chloride (CTAC) capping agent. By applying seed-mediated 
growth successively, one has better control of the Au atom concentration in the 




preserve the concave TOH shape while the NCs grow synchronously in size. Analysis 
of the projection angles in TEM images and the arrangement of surface atoms in 
HRTEM images confirmed that the TOH Au NCs are bounded by high-index facets 
such as {221}, {331} and/or {441}. The use of CTA+ as the blocking agent for the 
high-index facets and the control of the reduction rates are critical for the development 
of TOH shape. Because of the size and shape uniformity, the TOH Au NCs easily self-
assembled into ordered structures on a substrate after solvent evaporation. 
 
3. 2 Experimental section 
3.2.1  Materials  
Hydrogen tetrachloroaurate (III) hydrate (HAuCl4.xH2O, Alfa Aesar, 49.87% Au), 
sodium borohydride (NaBH4, Fluka, 98%), cetyltrimethylammonium chloride (CTAC, 
Alfa Aesar, 95+%), cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB, Sigma Aldrich, ≥98%) 
and L-ascorbic acid (Merck, 99%) were all used as received. Ultrapure Millipore water 
(18.2 MΩ) was used as the solvent throughout. All glassware was cleaned with Aqua 
Regia and rinsed with ethanol and ultrapure water.  
 
3.2.2 Preparation of Au seeds  
Au seeds were synthesized by the sodium borohydride reduction of HAuCl4 with 
CTAB present as the capping agent, following a procedure first reported by El-
Sayed.(Nikoobakht and El-Sayed, 2003). As an example of a typical synthesis, 46 L 
of 20 mM HAuCl4 solution was mixed with 7 ml of 75 mM CTAB solution. The 
mixture was heated at 30 oC with stirring to dissolve the CTAB. 0.42 mL of an ice-
cold NaBH4 solution (10 mM) was then injected quickly into the mixture under 




decompose the excess NaBH4. The seed particles were used within 2-5 hours after the 
preparation. 
 
3.2.3 Synthesis of 55-nm TOH Au NCs  
The growth solution was prepared as follows: 0.125 ml of 20 mM HAuCl4 solution 
and 9 mL of 22 mM CTAC solution were mixed in a clean test tube at 28oC. 3.06 mL 
of 38.8 mM ascorbic acid solution was then added to it and thoroughly mixed. The 
concentration of ascorbic acid in the growth solution was therefore 9.5 mM. In the 
mean time the seed solution was diluted 100 fold with ultrapure water and 50 μL of 
the diluted seed solution was added to the growth solution and mixed thoroughly. The 
color of the growth solution changed into pinkish red upon addition of seed solution, 
signaling the formation of Au NCs.  
 
3.2.4 Seed-mediated growth of larger TOH Au NCs  
For the growth of 76-nm and 100-nm TOH Au NCs, 6 mL and 2 mL of the as 
prepared 55-nm TOH Au NCs were added as seeds to 9 mL of 22 mM CTAC solution 
and mixed. Then 3.06 mL of 38.8 mM ascorbic acid solution was introduced followed 
by the addition of 0.123 mL of 20 mM HAuCl4. The solution was thoroughly mixed 
after each addition. 120-nm TOH Au NCs were prepared with 4 mL of the as-prepared 
76-nm TOH Au NCs as seeds and the rest followed the procedure for the preparation 
of the 76-nm TOH NCs. Stepwise growth is preferred for the larger NCs to avoid 
secondary nucleation. The resultant Au NC solutions were centrifuged at 8000 rpm for 
3 min. The precipitates were redispersed in deionized water and centrifuged two more 





3.2.5 Materials characterizations  
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM), high resolution TEM (HRTEM) images 
and electron diffraction patterns were obtained with a JEOL JEM-2010 TEM 
operating at 200 kV accelerating voltage. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) 
images were obtained with a JEOL JSM-6700F field emission SEM (FESEM) 
operating at 25 kV. EM samples were prepared by dispensing a drop of the washed 
product on a copper grid followed by drying in air at room temperature. A Shimadzu 
UV-2450 spectrometer was used to record the UV-vis spectra of the NCs at room 
temperature. 
 
3.2.6 Electrochemical measurements  
A glassy electrode (diameter 5 mm) was carefully polished and washed before each 
experiment. The washed Au NC suspensions were dispensed onto the surface of the 
glassy electrode to the same Au mass loading and dried at 35 oC. The deposited NC 
layer was then coated  with a 10 µL Nafion solution prepared from diluting 50 µL 
commercial 5wt% Nafion solution with 5 mL ethanol and 5 mL DI water. 
Electrochemical measurements were carried out in a conventional 3-electrode glass 
cell under the control of an Autolab PGSTAT12 potentiostat/galvanostat A Pt gauze 
and a Ag|AgCl (3 M KCl) electrode were used as the counter electrode and the 
reference electrode respectively. The supporting electrolyte was 0.1 M HClO4 aqueous 
solution. The solution was deaerated with argon before each experiment. 
Electrochemical measurements were based on cyclic voltammetry carried out at a scan 






3. 3 Results and discussion 
3.3.1 Structure characterization of TOH Au NCs  
In our synthesis, small Au seeds were first prepared by the NaBH4 reduction of 
HAuCl4, and subsequent growth of the seeds into NCs was based on the ascorbic acid 
reduction of HAuCl4 in the presence of CTAC. By replacing the more commonly used 
capping agent CTAB with CTAC in the growth solution, TOH Au NCs bounded by 
high-index facets were formed at high yield. Figure 3.2 shows the typical SEM images 
of the monodisperse TOH Au NCs. The randomly oriented NCs in the high 
magnification SEM image (Figure 3.2B) are consistent with the geometric model of a 
concave TOH (Figure 3.1C) when viewed from different angles. The inset of Figure 
3.2B shows a single TOH Au NC. Dashed lines were used to accentuate the edges that 
form the outline of the triangular pyramids sitting on the eight octahedral facets. The 
concave TOH shape prevailed in more than 90% of the particles. A few needle-shaped 
pentagonal bipyramids were also present as a byproduct. 
 
 







A TOH is a polyhedron enclosed by 24 high-index facets. When a TOH is viewed 
along the <110> direction, 4 out of the 24 facets of the TOH can be projected edge-on. 
(Tian et al, 2008) The Miller indices of the edge-on facets of a TOH can be 
determined through an analysis of the projection angles or by the atomic arrangement 
in the edge-on facets (Section 2.3). A model TOH enclosed by {221} facets projected 
from <110> direction is shown in Figure 3.3A. The four edge-on facets are indicated 
by the arrows. The three different angles, α, β and γ and Miller indices can be 
expressed as the equations shown in Table 2.2 (Chapter 2). The values of α, β and γ 
corresponding to different Miller indices of a perfect TOH crystal are given in the 
Table included as part of Figure 3.3A. Figure 3.3B shows the TEM image of a TOH 
Au NC. The corresponding SAED pattern (bottom inset) indicates [011] zone axis. 
The angles of the projection have been measured and marked in the Figure. 
Comparing the measured angles with the calculated values in the Table, we found that 
the four edge-on facets of the TOH NC consisted of three {221} and one {331} facets. 
Some TOH Au NCs bounded by {441} and {331} facets were also observed. 
 
The Miller indices of high-index facets could also be identified by the atomic 
arrangement in the edge-on facets. A fcc {hhl} facet can be considered to consist of 
(111) terraces with m atomic rows and (110) steps, represented as n(111)×(110). 
(Section 2.3.1) Accordingly, (221) and (331) facets can be described as 3(111)×(110) 
and 2(111)×(110) respectively. The atomic model of {221} and {331} planes with 
{111} terraces and {110} steps is shown in Figure 3.3C. Figure 3.3D shows the 
HRTEM of one edge-on facet of a TOH NC. The centers of the projected atoms along 




with three atomic width of (111) terraces followed by one atomic width of (110) step, 
indicating that the facet is {221}.  
 
   
 
Figure 3.3 (A) A model TOH NC viewed in <110> direction and a table showing 
the calculated values for the angles α, β, and γ when the TOH is bounded by different 
crystallographic facets. (B) TEM image of TOH Au NC viewed along the <110> 
direction. The measured projection angles are marked. The angles indicate that the 
exposed surface are {221} and {331} facets. The upper inset is a SEM image of a 
single TOH NC viewed along the <110> direction. The lower inset is the electron 
diffraction pattern of the NC in (B). (C) The atomic model of the {221} and {331} 
planes projected from the [110] zone axis. The {221} planes can be visualized as a 
combination of a (111) terrace of three atomic width with one (110) step, while the 
{331} planes are made up from a (111) terrace of two atomic width with one (110) 
step. (D) HRTEM image of an edge-on facet viewed along the <110> direction 
showing the {221} facets with {111} terraces and {110} steps. The centers of surface 
atoms are indicated by “×”.  
 
3.3.2  Size control 
By using a seed-mediated growth method with CTAC as the capping agent, TOH Au 
NCs enclosed by high-index facets could be formed not only with sizes less than 100 




synthesized by adding the NaBH4-reduced Au seeds to a growth solution containing 
HAuCl4, ascorbic acid, and CTAC. High magnification TEM images confirmed the 
concave TOH shape of the 55-nm Au NCs (Figure 3.5). These 55-nm TOH Au NCs 
were in turn, used as seeds to form larger TOH NCs by the same seed-mediated 
growth process applied successively. The final size of the TOH Au NCs could be 
tuned by varying the ratio between the volume of the TOH seed solution and the 
volume of the growth solution. The TOH shape of the NCs was well maintained and 
the size distribution remained narrow despite the increase in the NC dimensions. 
Representative TEM and SEM images of TOH NCs with sizes of 76 nm, 100 nm, and 
120 nm are shown in Figure 3.4B-D. The yields of these Au NCs with well-developed 
TOH shapes were all higher than 90%.  
 
   
   
Figure 3.4 TEM images of concave TOH Au NCs with size of (A) 55, (B) 76, (C) 





Figure 3.5 TEM images and HRTEM images of 55-nm TOH NCs viewed along 
<100> (A and B) and <110> (C and D) directions. The insets are the corresponding 
FFT patterns of the HRTEM images.  
 
3.3.3 Growth mechanisms 
The formation of NCs with geometric shapes that are not thermodynamically 
favorable can be understood in terms of kinetic control, i.e. the growth rates along 
different crystallographic directions are made different by controlling the reaction 
microenvironment. (Wang, 2000) Usually the “different crystallographic directions” 
refer to directions normal to the low-index facets since high-index facets are 
constituted from low-index terraces and steps as mentioned previously. It has been 
demonstrated that the formation of simple polyhedron such as cubooctahedron with 
FCC structure is dependent on the ratio of the growth rates between <100> to <111> 
directions. (Wang, 2000) However, the growth rate along the <110> direction can also 
be important for the development of a perfect polyhedral shape. For example, a perfect 




three low-index facets satisfy the relationship r<111>: r<100>: r<110> = 1.56:1.41:1 based 
on geometric considerations alone. 
 
Growth kinetics is mainly governed by two factors, namely selective “face-blocking” 
and the reduction rate of the metal ions. “Face-blocking” involves the selective 
adsorption of species in the growth solution onto specific crystallographic facets 
which hinders the access of the depositing metal atoms to these facets. This would 
lead to slow crystal growth in that direction, and promoting the relative growth rates of 
other facets. On the other hand, the reduction rate during the growth process 
determines how fast the metal atoms are produced for deposition. If the reduction rate 
is slow, the number of atoms available for deposition is limited. As a result, most of 
these atoms are able to select their favorable sites to grow based on energetic 
considerations. The difference between the growth rates along different 
crystallographic directions is accentuated, influencing the shape of the final NC 
formed. Therefore, for a successful preparation of the TOH NCs, an appropriate 
capping agent should be used to promote strong binding on the high-index facets. At 
the same time, the concentrations of the reacting species should be adjusted to deliver 
the growth rate differences between the different facets desirable for the formation of 
the target shape.  
 
3.3.3.1 Selective “face-blocking” 
Our reaction system contained three species, the reducing agent (ascorbic acid), the Au 
precursor (HAuCl4), and the capping agent (CTAC). The large cationic surfactant 
molecule CTA+ would play the pivotal role of a face-blocking agent in the formation 




nm) and its associated long alkyl tail can be more easily accommodated on less closely 
packed high-index planes than low-index {111} planes. (Johnson et al, 2002; 
Grzelczak et al, 2008) This is because the Au atomic spacing of high-index planes is 
comparable to the size of the CTA+ head group. (Murphy et al, 2005) Therefore, when 
Au atoms reduced from the reaction mixture are deposited on the surface of a seed, 
CTA+ would selectively bind to the high-index facets; thereby preventing the latter 
from growing as fast as the others. On the other hand, the adsorption of CTA+ on 
densely packed {111} facets is relatively weak, leading to a faster growth along the 
<111> direction. With the deposition of more Au atoms, more high-index facets are 
created and protected by CTA+ while the low-index facets slowly disappear, 
facilitating the formation of TOH NCs.  
 
Compared with CTAC, CTAB is a more common capping agent used in seed-
mediated growth processes. (Johnson et al, 2002; Nikoobakht and El-Sayed, 2003; 
Murphy et al, 2005; Grzelczak et al, 2008) When CTAC was substituted by CTAB of 
the same concentration (16 mM) in the synthesis, Au nanocubes bounded by {100} 
facets dominated in the final product (Appendix A). The difference between CTAB 
and CTAC is the anions. The effect of Br- on the formation of TOH NCs was 
investigated by adding different concentrations of NaBr to the reaction mixture while 
keeping the concentrations of the rest the same as in the preparation of TOH NCs 
(Figure 3.6). When 5 mM NaBr was added, the resultant NCs were still TOH in shape 
but were truncated at the corners. When the NaBr concentration was increased to 10 
mM, the NCs flattened and the decrease in the concave surfaces led to a nearly cubic 
shape. Truncated cubic shape Au NCs enclosed mainly by {100} facets were 





Figure 3.6 TEM and SEM (inset) images of NCs prepared in the presence of 
different NaBr concentrations, (A) 5 mM, (B) 10 mM and (C) 15 mM in the growth 
solution. The scale bars in the insets are 100 nm.  
 
The competition between Br- and CTA+ for adsorption on the Au NC surface could be 
the cause for the change in morphology. Since Br- has a higher affinity to Au than Cl- 
and CTA+ (Millstone et al, 2008), Br-, instead of CTA+, would preferentially adsorb on 
the Au surface to create a negatively charged layer, where CTA+ could subsequently 
bind through electrostatic interactions. (Zhang et al, 2007) The selective adsorption of 
CTA+ on the high-index facets is thus screened by the pre-adsorbed Br-. In this case, 
bromide ions act as the face-blocking agent which stabilizes the {100} facets of Au 
NCs preferentially (Niu et al, 2009) and leads to the formation of Au nanocubes. 
Therefore, TOH Au NCs could not be obtained by conventional seed-mediated growth 
method with CTAB as the capping agent. 
 
3.3.3.2 Regulating the reduction rate 
Beside the capping agent, an appropriate reduction rate is necessary to sustain the 
TOH shape. The concentration of the reducing agent (ascorbic acid) in the growth 
solution provides the means to alter the rate of generation of the Au atoms 
experimentally. Under a high ascorbic acid concentration (15 mM), the deposition rate 
is high in all crystallographic directions, overshadowing the differences between the 




(Figure 3.7B). On the other hand, when the concentration of ascorbic acid was reduced 
to 4 mM, TOH NCs with substantially truncated vertices were obtained (Figure 3.7A). 
The growth rate along <111> direction relative to that of <100> and <110> in this case 
was smaller than the ideal growth rate for a perfect TOH obtained at ascorbic acid 
concentration of 9.5 mM, causing truncation along the <111> directions.   
 
 
Figure 3.7 TEM images of NCs synthesized with different ascorbic acid 
concentrations. (A) 4 mM and (B) 15 mM in the growth solution. 
 
3.3.4 Surface Plasmon resonance (SPR) spectra 
The good size and shape homogeneity of these TOH NCs allows a more unambiguous 
measurement of the size-dependent optical properties. Figure 3.8 shows the size 
dependence of the UV-vis absorption spectra of TOH Au NCs. With the increase in 
the NC size, the SPR peak red shifted and became broader. The broadening may be 
due to the sharpness of the vertices as the NC size increases or the excitation of 
multipole modes. The SPR peaks for TOH Au NCs with sizes of 55, 76, 100, 120 nm 
were found at 546, 560, 585, 609 nm, respectively. Compared to spherical Au NCs of 
comparable sizes, the SPR of the TOH Au NCs occurs at longer wavelengths. The red 
shift is consequential upon the sharp extremities of the TOH NC which intensifies the 




























Figure 3.8 UV-vis extinction spectra of TOH Au NCs of different sizes. All 
spectra are normalized by their respective peak intensities. The dotted line is the 
extinction spectrum of 56-nm Au nanospheres. 
 
3.3.5 Electrochemical measurements 
Cyclic voltammetry (CV) was also used to provide additional evidence for the TOH 
geometry via the intrinsic differences between the electrochemical behaviors of low- 
and high-index facets. For this purpose the CV of TOH Au NCs enclosed by mostly 
the {221} facets was contrasted with those of cubic Au NCs enclosed by {100} facets 
and octahedral Au NCs enclosed by {111} facets. Figure 3.9 shows the 
voltammograms for these three types of NCs. The behavior of TOH Au NCs is similar 
to that of the high-index {221} plane of a Au single crystal. (Hamelin and Martins, 
1996) In the anodic scan of the CV of TOH NCs, the first sharp peak, having a peak 
potential of 1.077 V, corresponds to the first sublattice OH deposition accompanied by 
the desorption of specifically adsorbed anions. (Angersteinkozlowska et al, 1986; 
Hamelin, 1996) The second anodic peak at 1.176V corresponds to OH adsorption on 
the second sublattice, thereby completing a full monolayer of OH adsorption. 
(Angersteinkozlowska et al, 1986) The anodic scan of TOH Au NCs is different from 
those of the octahedral and cubic NCs because the energetics of adsorbed anion 




facets, the replacement of anions with OH is relatively easy, leading to a less positive 
potential, and two peaks could be found for OH adsorption on the first sublattice. For 
octahedra enclosed by {111} facets, only one anodic peak was observed. The 
displacement of anions is more difficult probably because of higher energy 
requirement for the displacement of anions in amounts comparable to a complete 
monolayer coverage of OH. These observations of different electrochemical behaviors 
arising from different crystallographic planes is consistent with the literature, 
(Angersteinkozlowska et al, 1986; Hamelin, 1996; Hamelin and Martins, 1996) 
confirming that the exposed facets of TOH NCs are distinctively different from the 
low-index {111} and {100} facets.  
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Figure 3.9 Cyclic voltammograms of Au NCs with different shapes and surface 
crystallographic facets namely (A) TOH Au NCs with {hhl} high-index facets, (B) 







1.3.6 Self-assembly of TOH Au NCs  
Due to the monodispersity in shape and size, the TOH Au NCs could readily self-
assemble into ordered monolayer or multiple layers upon drop casting the NC 
colloidal solution onto a TEM copper grid. Ordered NC packing structures with 
hexagonal and square symmetry were observed.  
 
 
Figure 3.10 TEM images of (A) monolayer and (B) multi-layer self-assembled 
TOH Au NCs with hexagonal packing. The insets are the corresponding FFT patterns. 
(C) Selected area electron diffraction. (D) Schematic illustration of monolayer (left) 
and double layer (right) hexagonal packing structures of the TOH Au NCs. 
 
The hexagonal symmetry packing is illustrated in Figure 3.10. Figure 3.10A and 3.10B 
are the TEM images of a hexagonal monolayer and a multilayer packing respectively. 
The corresponding Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) of the patterns (insets of Figure 
3.10A and 3.10B) confirms the hexagonal symmetry of the NC packing. For the 
multilayered packing, each NC in the second layer was located at the depression site 




of the self-assembled monolayer packing structure (Figure 3.10C) showing concentric 
rings overlaid with discrete spots indicates that the NCs in the self-assembled structure 
were not of the same orientation. From the TEM images and electron diffraction 




Figure 3.11 (A) TEM images of multi-layer self-assembled TOH Au NCs with 
square packing. Inset shows the corresponding FFT pattern. (B) Electron diffraction 
pattern of the self-assembled TOH Au NCs. (C) A schematic illustration of monolayer 
(left) and double layer (right) square packing structures of the TOH Au NCs. 
 
The TOH Au NCs could also self-assemble into an ordered structure with square 
symmetry (Figure 3.11). The TEM image shown in Figure 3.11A reveals the square 
packing and that each NC in the second layer was above the depression site formed by 
four closely-packed NCs in the first layer. The FFT pattern (Figure 3.11A inset) 
confirms the square symmetry of the self-assembled packing. Such square packing 
was only found in multilayer packing. The reason could be that the TOH NCs in a 




substrate through their corners were not stable unless they were pinned down by an 
imposed top layer. The well-resolved square pattern of diffraction spots (Figure 
3.11B) indicate that the NCs were oriented in same direction with their <100> 
direction perpendicular to the substrate. From the TEM images and electron diffraction 
patterns, we propose that the NCs were assembled according to the pattern shown in 
Figure 3.11C. 
 
3. 4 Conclusion  
In conclusion, we have developed a simple and effective seed-mediated growth 
method for the synthesis of TOH Au NCs with adjustable sizes ranging from 55 to 120 
nm. The TOH shape was well maintained in all sizes and the yield of the TOH NCs 
was greater than 90%. Analysis of the projection angles and surface atomic 
arrangements in TEM images suggests that the TOH Au NCs were enclosed by high-
index facets such as {221}, {331} and/or {441}. Size control of the TOH Au NCs was 
accomplished through successive growth from the 55-nm TOH Au NCs. The presence 
of CTAC as the capping agent was critical in the formation of the TOH Au NCs, 
attributing to the preferential face-blocking action of CTA+ adsorption on high-index 
facets without the introduction of more strongly adsorbed counter anions (e.g. Br- in 
CTAB). An appropriate reduction rate was also necessary to sustain the growth rate 
ratio of different facets favoring the development of the TOH shape. As particle size 
increased from 55 to 120 nm, the SPR peak red shifted from 546 to 609 nm. Cyclic 
voltammetry measurements of the TOH Au NCs have shown characteristics of high-
index {hhl} facets distinct from those of the cubic and octahedral Au NCs bounded by 
low-index {100} and {111} facets. Evaporation of the solvent in the NC colloidal 




hexagonal or square packing. The facile synthesis of TOH Au NCs with tunable sizes 
and improved monodispersity is the first step towards exploring their size-dependent 
properties and potential applications in catalysis and sensing. Highly ordered, large 
scale assemblies of the NCs also raise the possibility for studying their collective 







CHAPTER 4   SYNTHESIS OF SHIELD-
LIKE SINGLY TWINNED HIGH-INDEX 
GOLD NANOCRYSTALS 
 
4. 1 Introduction 
There is increasing interest in using particle shape, in addition to particle size, for 
tuning the properties of NCs. (Tao et al, 2008; Tian et al, 2008; Xia et al, 2009; Sau 
and Rogach, 2010) The particle shape is not only a descriptor for the NC geometry, it 
is also correlated with the presence and absence of certain exposed crystallographic 
facets, corners and edges as well as crystal imperfections and their distributions. 
(Lofton and Sigmund, 2005; Elechiguerra et al, 2006; Tang and Ouyang, 2007; Tao et 
al, 2008; Tian et al, 2008; Xia et al, 2009; Sau and Rogach, 2010; Zhang et al, 2010) 
All of them have a marked effect on the physiochemical properties. Therefore, the 
development of new NC shapes could potentially create new application properties or 
improve existing application performance. Besides, it can also provide new insights on 
crystal growth mechanisms and enhance our ability to synthesize NCs in 
predetermined shapes. 
 
Among the various shapes, NCs enclosed by high-index facets are particularly 
remarkable because they often display much higher catalytic activities than NCs 
enclosed by low-index facets. (Tian et al, 2007; Tian et al, 2008; Xia et al, 2009) The 
synthesis of noble metal NCs with high-index facets is a relatively recent development. 




shapes such as tetrahexahedra, (Tian et al, 2007; Ming et al, 2009; Li et al, 2010; Lu et 
al, 2010; Tian et al, 2010; Wang et al, 2010; Yu et al, 2010) trisoctahedra (Gao et al, 
2008; Wang et al, 2010; Wu et al, 2010; Yu et al, 2010; Yu et al, 2010) and 
hexaoctahedra (Tian et al, 2008; Yu et al, 2010), needle-like (Liu and Guyot-Sionnest, 
2005; Tian et al, 2009) and branched structures (Watt et al, 2010) are more common 
among high-index NCs with a multiply twinned structure. In addition to single crystals 
and multiply twined structures, noble metal NCs can also exist as singly twinned 
particles. (Lofton and Sigmund, 2005; Wiley et al, 2006; Huang et al, 2009; Millstone 
et al, 2009; Zhang et al, 2009) The presence of single twin often results in a particle 
shape of lower symmetry, and the optical, electronic and mechanical properties of the 
NCs may be expected to differ from their single crystalline and multiply twinned 
counterparts as such.  (Huang et al, 2009; Millstone et al, 2009; Zhang et al, 2009; Sau 
and Rogach, 2010) This short article reports the synthesis of a new noble metal 
nanostructure – shield-like singly twinned Au NCs bounded by high-index {hhl} 
facets with surface plasmon resonance (SPR) and electrochemical properties which are 
different from other types of Au NCs.  
 
These shield-like Au NCs were synthesized by a seed-mediated growth procedure. 
Specifically HAuCl4 was reduced with ascorbic acid in the presence of CTAC, NaCl 
and pre-formed Au seeds. NaCl was included in the growth solution to promote the 
formation of singly twinned nanostructures. The Au seeds were prepared by reduction 







4. 2 Experimental Details 
4.2.1 Materials 
Hydrogen tetrachloroaurate (III) hydrate (HAuCl4.xH2O, Alfa Aesar, Au 49.87%), 
sodium borohydride (NaBH4, Fluka, 98%), cetyltrimethylammonium chloride (CTAC, 
Alfa Aesar, 95+%), cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB, Sigma Aldrich, ≥98%) 
and L-ascorbic acid (Merk, 99%) were all used as received. Ultrapure Millipore water 
(18.2 MΩ) was used as the universal solvent throughout. All glassware was cleaned 
with Aqua Regia and rinsed with ethanol and ultrapure water. 
 
4.2.2 Preparation of Au seeds  
Au seeds were synthesized by the sodium borohydride reduction of HAuCl4 in the 
presence of CTAB capping agent. For a typical synthesis, 87.5 µL of 20 mM HAuCl4 
solution was added to 7 mL of 75 mM CTAB solution. The solution was heated at 30 
oC with stirring to dissolve the CTAB. Then 0.42 mL of an ice-cold NaBH4 solution 
(10 mM) was injected quickly under vigorous stirring. The solution was stirred gently 
at 30 oC to decompose excess NaBH4 and was used within 2-5 hours after preparation. 
 
4.2.3 Synthesis of shield-like Au NCs  
The growth solution was prepared by adding 0.25 mL 20 mM HAuCl4 solution to 9.8 
mL 20 mM CTAC solution in a clean test tube at 28 oC. 0.5 mL 100 mM NaCl was 
added to the growth solution (4 mM in the combined mixture). 1.93 mL 38.8 mM 
ascorbic acid solution was added to make a final ascorbic acid concentration of 6 mM. 
On the other hand the seed solution was diluted 100 folds with ultrapure water and 50 
μL of the diluted seed solution was added to the growth solution. The solution was 




NCs solutions were centrifuged at 8000 rpm for 3 min. The precipitate was redispersed 
in deionized water and centrifuged for two more time (6000 rpm, 3 min) to remove the 
excess reactants. 
 
4.2.4 Materials characterizations  
TEM and HRTEM images were obtained with a JEOL JEM-2010 TEM operating at 
an accelerating voltage of 200 kV. SEM images were acquired on a JEOL JSM-6700F 
field emission SEM operating at 25 kV. EM samples were prepared by dispensing a 
drop of the washed product on a copper grid followed by drying in air at room 
temperature. A Shimadzu UV-2450 spectrometer was used to record the UV-vis 
spectra of the NCs at room temperature. 
 
4.2.5 Electrochemical measurements  
A glassy electrode (diameter 5 mm) was carefully polished and washed before each 
experiment. A washed Au NC suspension was dispensed onto the glassy electrode to a 
fixed Au mass loading of 40 μg and dried. The deposited NC layer was then coated  
with a 10 µL Nafion solution prepared from diluting 50 µL commercial 5 wt% Nafion 
solution with 5 mL ethanol and 5 mL ultrapure water. Electrochemical measurements 
were carried out in a conventional 3-electrode glass cell under the control of an 
Autolab PGSTAT12 potentiostat/galvanostat. A Pt gauze and a Ag|AgCl (3 M KCl) 
electrode were used as the counter electrode and the reference electrode respectively. 
The supporting electrolyte was 0.1 M HClO4 aqueous solution. The solution was 
deaerated with argon before each experiment. Electrochemical measurements were 





4. 3 Results and discussion 
4.3.1 Structural characterization of shield-like Au NCs 
Figure 4.1  show the representative TEM and SEM images of the as-synthesized 
Au NCs. The NCs have a shield-like appearance (Kan et al, 2010) with an average 
edge length of 70 nm. Very few NCs in other geometries were found. Scheme 4.1 
show the construction of the shield-like polyhedron. The shield-like polyhedron 
has some common features of a trisoctahedron. A trisoctahedron is an octahedron 
with each of its facets capped by a triangular pyramid with high-index {hhl} 
(h>l>0) facets. If a trisoctahedron is cut along a {111} plane that connects the 
vertices of three corner-sharing triangular pyramids (red dots in Scheme 4.1), a 
shape with a triangular pyramidal cap resting on a base whose perimeters form the 
edges of a shield is obtained. By joining two such shapes conformably along the 
{111} cutting plane, a new polyhedron consisting of two triangular pyramids and a 
sandwiched middle-layer with shield-like perimeters is formed. Such a polyhedron 
has exactly the same shape as the Au NCs synthesized in this work – this can be 
seen from the agreement between the SEM images of the Au NCs in different 
orientations and the geometric model of the shield-like polyhedron in various 
perspective views (Figure 4.2A). For further confirmation of the fidelity of the 
proposed geometric model, a series of TEM images were taken of a NC tilted at 
different angles (Figure 4.2B). The TEM images correspond very well with the 







Figure 4.1 TEM images at (A) low and (B) high magnifications and (C) SEM 




Scheme 4.1 Schematic illustration showing the construction of the shield-like 
polyhedron in two different views (A) a perspective view showing the shield-like 
appearance of the polyhedron and (B) viewed along the {111} twin planes where the 






Figure 4.2 (A) SEM images of shield-like Au NCs in different orientations with 
corresponding perspective views of the geometric model on the right of each SEM 
image. (B) TEM images of a shield-like Au NC tilted though a series of angles. The 
corresponding geometric models are shown below the TEM images.  
 
Additional TEM, SEM images, geometric models in three characteristic directions 
(<111>, <100> and <110> directions) are given in Figure 4.3 to help visualize this 
new polyhedral nanostructure. The TEM and SEM images shield-like Au NC viewed 
along its <111> direction clearly reveal the three-fold quasi-triangular shield-like 
shape (Figure 4.3A). A pot projecting out of the plane can be clearly seen in the SEM 
image which agrees well with the geometric model. Projection in the <111> direction 
can only result in one particle orientation. The diffraction spots were contributed by 
the two halves of the NC. The NCs display a 2-fold shield-like shape when viewed 
along the <110> direction. Different from the <111> projection, the <110> direction 
could display the particle in two orientations, since the NPs were assembled by two 




direction would give rise to the <110> projection. The contributing half is shown in 
color in the models in Figure 4.3B3. The grayed-out part did not contribute to the 
diffraction. This was further confirmed by HRTEM image. A dashed line is scribed in 
Figure 4.3B2, {110} lattice was only observed to the right of the dashed line (the half 
that contributed to the diffraction) but not to the left (the half that did not contribute to 
the diffraction). This is also evidence that the NCs are not single crystals. Similar to 
the <110> projection, the <100> projection also displays two kinds of particle 
orientations as shown in Figure 4.3C. 
 
 
Figure 4.3 TEM, HRTEM, SEM images and corresponding geometric models of 






Figure 4.4  (A) TEM image, SEM image (bottom-left inset) and the  geometric 
model (bottom-right inset) of a shield-like Au NC viewed along the <110> direction 
where the {111} twin plane and four facets are imaged edge-on. (B) HRTEM image of 
the square region marked in (A) showing the {111} twin plane. The insets in (B) are 
the FFT patterns of the two halves of the NC (I and II) and the entire region (III), 
respectively. (C) HRTEM image of an edge-on facet of the shield-like Au NC (bottom 
left inset) projected along the [110] zone axis. The {111}, {110}, {100} and {331} 
planes are indicated. (D) The atomic model of the {331} surface plane showing the 
{111} terraces and {110} steps.  
 
Detailed structural analyses indicated that the shield-like Au NCs are singly twinned 
NCs bounded by high-index facets. The presence of {111} single twin plane in the 
NCs was confirmed by TEM images acquired along the [110] zone axis, where the 
{111} twin plane could be imaged edge-on (Figure 4.4). (Wiley et al, 2006; Zhang et 
al, 2009) The NC showed clearly mirror symmetry with two single-crystalline 




symmetry of the atomic packing was also revealed by FFT patterns generated by the 
two halves of the NC (Figure 4.4B, insets). These patterns indicate that two sets of 
{110} patterns are mirrored along the {111} twin plane. The Miller indices of the 
high-index facets could be determined from measurements of projection angles and 
atomic arrangement in the edge-on facets. (Tian et al, 2008) When the NC is viewed 
along the <110> direction, four exposed facets can be projected edge-on. Based on the 
geometric similarities with the trisoctahedral particles, the projection angles 
corresponding to ideal shield-like NCs enclosed by high-index {hhl} facets with 
different Miller indices can be calculated the same way as the β and γ angles of a TOH 
(Table 2.2). The four measured projection angles are close to the calculated values of a 
model crystal bounded with {331} facets. Figure 4.4C shows one edge-on facet of the 
NC which is parallel to the high-index {331} plane, a stepped surface comprising a 
(111) terrace of two atomic widths separated by a monatomic (110) step. (Tian et al, 
2008) 
 
4.3.2 Formation mechanisms of shield-like NCs 
The formation of these shield-like NCs must satisfy two conditions: a growth kinetics 
that favors the formation of high-index facets and the creation of a single twin plane 
during growth. Similar to the growth mechanism of trisoctahedral Au NCs enclosed 
with {hhl} facets, the preferential face-blocking action of CTA+ on high-index facets 
works cooperatively with an appropriate reduction rate to result in growth kinetics that 
is favourable to the formation of high-index {hhl} facets. (Gao et al, 2008; Yu et al, 
2010) The addition of NaCl with the right concentration was crucial to the formation 
of twin planes (Figure 4.5). Without NaCl, the products were primarily single 




formed when a high NaCl concentration (16 mM) was used. The singly twinned 
nanostructure was only obtainable with the addition of NaCl in the intermediate 
concentration range of 4-8 mM. The formation of singly twinned Au NCs may be 
attributed to the charge screening effect of the Cl-. The NCs were initially 
electrostatically stabilized by the cationic surfactants adsorbed on the NC 
surface.(Nikoobakht and El-Sayed, 2001) The addition of an electrolyte could screen 
the electrostatic charges on the particle surface and promote coalescence. This 
coalescence of particles is recognized as one of the factors in nanocrystal growth. (Gao 
et al, 2006; Bisson et al, 2009; Lim et al, 2009; Zheng et al, 2009) Since the Au seeds 
are single crystals, (Liu and Guyot-Sionnest, 2005) it is hypothesized that NaCl within 
a certain concentration range could cause the small Au NCs to coalesce preferentially 
and grow into singly twinned structures. In an excess of NaCl, however, the rapid 
coalescence led to a more randomized assembly forming thereby NCs with multiply 




Figure 4.5 TEM images of NCs synthesized with different NaCl concentrations of 
(A) 0 mM, (B) 8 mM, and (C) 16 mM. The multiply twinned particles (MTPs) are 







4.3.3 SPR spectra and electrochemical measurements 
 




















Figure 4.6 UV-vis absorption spectra of Au NCs in different shapes. All spectra 
were normalized by their respective peak intensities. The black solid line is the 
spectrum of the shield-like NCs. Dotted lines I, II, and III are the UV-vis spectra of 
cubic (edge length 55 nm), trisoctahedral (60 nm in size) and octahedral (edge length 
55 nm) Au NCs prepared according to a previous procedure. Their corresponding 
SEM images are shown in the insets. 
 
 
The measurement of optical and electrochemical properties was used to determine 
whether the unique shield-like shape of the Au NCs has given rise to some noticeable 
deviations of common properties. Figure 4.6 shows the UV-vis absorption spectra of 
the shield-like Au NCs. Relative to the cubic, octahedral and trisoctahedral Au NCs, 
the SPR peak of shield-like NCs was rather board spanning from 540 to 565 nm. It is 
known in the literature that polyhedral NCs such as decahedra, right bipyramids, and 
nanoprisms, would exhibit two characteristic dipolar plasmon resonance modes in the 
UV-vis region when the NCs are smaller than certain size limits (Sanchez-Iglesias et 
al, 2006; Pastoriza-Santos et al, 2007; Huang et al, 2009; Millstone et al, 2009; Zhang 
et al, 2009): a longitudinal resonance (electron oscillations in the equatorial plane of 
the particle) which absorbs at higher wavelengths and a transverse resonance (electron 




axis) which occurs at lower wavelengths. The broad absorption peak of the shield-like 
NCs could be caused by the overlap of these dipolar plasmon modes when they are 
closely spaced.  
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Figure 4.7 Cyclic voltammograms of shield-like and trisoctahedral Au NCs in 0.1 
M HClO4 measured at 20 mV/s. 
 
Cyclic voltammetry (CV) was used to investigate the surface structure of the NCs. 
Figure 4.7 compares between the voltammograms of shield-like and trisoctahedral Au 
NCs. The first current peak in the anodic scan was located at 1.06 V for the shield-like 
Au NCs and 1.08 V for the trisoctahedral Au NCs. This peak is often associated with 
the first sub-lattice OH deposition accompanied by the desorption of specifically 
adsorbed anions. (Hamelin, 1996; Yu et al, 2010) The replacement of anions with OH 
was therefore more facile for the shield-like NCs. The second anodic peak which 
corresponds to OH adsorption on the second sub-lattice thereby completing a full 
monolayer of OH adsorption, occurred at 1.18 V on both shapes. The electrochemical 
behaviour of shield-like Au NCs was also different from those of cubic and octahedral 




4. 4 Conclusion 
In conclusion, we have demonstrated the synthesis of a new type of Au NCs – shield-
like Au NCs with singly twinned structure and high-index facets. Structural analysis 
revealed the presence of {111} single twin planes and high-index facets such as {331} 
in these NCs. The formation of high-index facets could be attributed to the preferential 
adsorption of CTA+ on high-index facets. The single twin planes in the NCs were 
created by coalescence of the NCs using NaCl in the growth solution to screen the 
repulsive charges on the CTA+-capped Au NCs. UV-vis spectroscopy and 
electrochemical measurements indicated some property differences from other types 
of Au NCs. The unique shield-like Au NCs augment the library of shapes which can 




CHAPTER 5  SYNTHESIS OF 
NANOCRYSTALS WITH VARIABLE HIGH-
INDEX PALLADIUM FACETS THROUGH 
THE CONTROLLED HETEROEPITAXIAL 
GROWTH OF TRISOCTAHEDRAL GOLD 
TEMPLATES 
 
5. 1 Introduction 
High-index surface planes of noble metals denoted by a set of Miller indices {hkl} 
with at least one of the indices greater than unity are often catalytically more active 
than the close packed low-index planes of the same metal. (Tian et al, 2007; Xiong et 
al, 2007; Tian et al, 2008; Zhou et al, 2010) The reason has been attributed to the 
presence of a high density of atomic steps and kinks. (Somorjai and Blakely, 1975; 
Sun et al, 1992; Tian et al, 2007; Xiong et al, 2007; Zhou et al, 2010) The lure and 
potential of enhanced catalytic performance has spurred the search for shape-
controlled synthesis of noble metal NCs with high-index facets. (Xiong et al, 2007; 
Tian et al, 2008)  The different types of polyhedral NCs and their surface facets could 
be mapped onto a triangular diagram, as shown in Figure 2.2 (Section 2.3.2). The 
polyhedrons on the sides and within the triangle represent four types of polyhedrons 
enclosed by high-index facets. Each polyhedral type is associated with a specific class 




triangle, the geometric parameters of the polyhedral type changes, along with changes 
in the Miller indices of the high-index facets but the class is conserved. Hence 
polyhedral NCs can in principle provide a large variety of high-index facets through 
variations in their classes and the Miller indices within each class. (Tian et al, 2008) In 
practice, however, noble metal NCs with high-index facets have only been synthesized 
in a limited number of shapes and Miller indices: e.g. THH Pt (Tian et al, 2007) and 
Pd (Tian et al, 2010) NCs with high-index {730} facets by electrochemical deposition 
methods and elongated THH Au NCs with exposed {730} facets, (Ming et al, 2009) 
THH Au NCs with {520} facets (Li et al, 2010) and TOH Au NCs with {221} or {331} 
facets (Pazos-Perez et al, 2008; Yu et al, 2010) by solution chemistry methods. The 
synthesis of NCs enclosed by high-index facets other than the above remains to be a 
challenge because of the high energy and fast growth rate of the high-index facets. 
(Tao et al, 2008; Xia et al, 2009)  
 
In this study, we have successfully synthesized polyhedral NCs enclosed by 
modifiable high-index Pd facets where both the class of the high-index facets and the 
Miller indices within the class could be changed. The synthesis is based on the 
heteroepitaxial growth of Pd layers on concave TOH Au NC seeds under carefully 
controlled growth conditions. The use of the TOH Au NC as the template, which itself 
is a concave polyhedron with high-index facets, is critical. Consequently polyhedral 
Au@Pd NCs enclosed by three different types of high-index facets, including concave 
TOH NCs with {hhl} facets, concave hexoctahedral (HOH) NCs with {hkl} facets and 
THH NCs with {hk0} facets, could be formed in high yield by varying the Pd/Au 
atomic ratio and by NaBr addition, as shown in Scheme 5.1. The Miller indices within 




will use the THH NCs and NaBr concentration adjustments as an example. The 
electro-oxidation of formic acid was used to evaluate the electrocatalytic properties of 
the Au@Pd NCs.    
 
Scheme 5.1 Schematic illustration of the reaction regions that form Au@Pd NCs 
with different polyhedral shapes and different high-index facets. All geometric models 
are oriented in the <110> direction. 
 
5. 2 Experimental Section 
5.2.1 Materials  
Hydrogen tetrachloroaurate (Ш) hydrate (HAuCl4.xH2O, Alfa Aesar, 49.87% Au), 
palladium (II) chloride (PdCl2, Sigma Aldrich, 98%), sodium borohydride (NaBH4, 
Fluka, 98%), cetyltrimethylammonium chloride (CTAC, Alfa Aesar, 95+%), 
cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB, Sigma Aldrich, ≥98%) and L-ascorbic acid 
(Merck, 99%) were used as received. Ultrapure Millipore water (18.2 MΩ) was used 
as the solvent throughout. All glassware was cleaned in Aqua Regia and rinsed with 
ethanol and ultrapure water. 10 mM H2PdCl4 solution was prepared by dissolving 44.5 





5.2.2 Preparation of Au TOH seeds  
10 mM H2PdCl4 solution was prepared by dissolving 44.5 mg of palladium (II) 
chloride (PdCl2, Sigma Aldrich, 98%) in 25 mL 20 mM HCl solution. The synthesis of 
Au TOH NCs was based on a growth process using the octahedral Au NC seeds and 
hence the latter were prepared first. In a typical synthesis, 7 mL of 75 mM CTAB 
solution was first prepared by heating at 30 oC with stirring to dissolve the CTAB. 
87.5 L of 20 mM HAuCl4 solution was added to the CTAB solution. 0.6 mL of an 
ice-cold NaBH4 solution (10 mM) was then injected quickly into the mixture under 
vigorous mixing to form a brown seed solution. Stirring continued gently at 30 oC for 
2 to 5 hours to decompose the excess NaBH4. The seed solution was then diluted 100 
fold with ultrapure water. A growth solution was prepared by adding 25 L of 20 mM 
HAuCl4 solution and 0.387 mL of 38.8 mM ascorbic acid (in that order) into 12.1 mL 
of 16.5 mM CTAB solution in a clean test tube at 28 oC with thorough mixing after 
each addition. 0.15 mL of the diluted seed solution was added to the growth solution 
and thoroughly mixed. The mixture was left undisturbed at 28 oC overnight. The color 
of the solution changed to pink indicating the formation of Au NCs.  
 
The growth solution for the synthesis of TOH Au NCs was prepared by adding 0.125 
mL of 20 mM HAuCl4 solution and 3.06 mL of 38.8 mM ascorbic acid solution to 9 
mL of 22 mM CTAC solution. 6.5 mL of the octahedral seed solution was added to 
this growth solution and thoroughly mixed. The mixture was left undisturbed 
overnight. For the growth of TOH NCs into larger TOH particles, 4 mL of the as-
prepared TOH NC solution was added to 9 mL of 22 mM CTAC solution and mixed. 




addition of 0.123 mL of 20 mM HAuCl4. The solution was thoroughly mixed after 
each addition and left overnight.  
 
5.2.3 Synthesis of TOH, HOH and THH Au@Pd NCs  
The heteroepitaxial growth of Pd on Au TOH NCs was accomplished by introducing 
H2PdCl4 and ascorbic acid into the Au TOH NC solution. For the synthesis of TOH 
Au@Pd NCs, 0.258 mL of 38.8 mM ascorbic acid and 25 L of 10 mM of H2PdCl4 
were added to 5 mL of Au TOH NC solution for a Pd/Au atomic ratio of 1/4. For the 
synthesis of Au@Pd HOH NCs, 0.258 mL of 38.8 mM ascorbic acid and 50 L of 10 
mM H2PdCl4 were added to 5 mL Au TOH NC solution (Pd/Au atomic ratio was 1/2). 
The THH Au@Pd NCs were prepared similarly as the HOH Au@Pd NCs but with 
different amounts of 0.5 M NaBr added to the growth solution. The mixture was well 
shaken and left overnight. The resultant Au@Pd NC solutions were centrifuged at 
8000 rpm for 3 min. The precipitates were redispersed in deionized water and 
centrifuged two more times (6000 rpm, 3 min) to remove the excess reactants. 
 
5.2.4 Materials characterizations  
The structure and composition of the NCs were analyzed by  TEM, HRTEM and 
energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) on JEM-2010 and JEM-2100F (JEOL) 
microscopes operating at the 200 kV accelerating voltage. FESEM (JEOL JSM-6700F, 
equipped with scanning TEM (STEM) function operating at 25 kV) was used to 
examine the general product morphology. EM samples were prepared by dispensing a 






5.2.5 Electrochemical measurements  
A glassy carbon electrode (diameter 5 mm) was carefully polished and washed before 
each experiment. A washed Au@Pd NC suspension was dispensed onto the surface of 
the glassy carbon electrode to a Au mass loading of 40 µg and dried at 35 oC. The 
deposited NC layer was then coated with a 10 µL Nafion solution prepared by diluting 
50 µL commercial 5 wt% Nafion solution with 5 mL ethanol and 5 mL ultrapure 
water.  
 
Electrochemical measurements were carried out in a conventional 3-electrode glass 
cell under the control of an Autolab PGSTAT12 potentiostat/galvanostat. A Pt gauze 
and a Ag|AgCl (3 M KCl) electrode were used as the counter electrode and the 
reference electrode respectively. The supporting electrolyte was 0.1 M HClO4 aqueous 
solution with or without 1 M formic acid. The solution was deaerated with argon 
before each experiment. Electrochemical measurements were based on cyclic 
voltammetry carried out at a scan rate of 20 mV/s for electrochemically active surface 
area measurements; and at a scan rate of 10 mV/s for formic acid oxidation. The 
currents in formic acid oxidation were normalized by the surface areas estimated from 
the hydrogen adsorption/desorption cyclic voltammograms (CV) in perchloric acid 
solution. (Tian et al, 2010) 
 
5. 3 Results and Discussion 
5.3.1 Synthesis of polyhedral NCs with high-index facets of variable classes  
In a typical synthesis, concave TOH Au NCs (Appedix I), which were prepared with a 
slight modification of method in Chapter 3, were used as the templating seeds. Au@Pd 




ascorbic acid reduction of H2PdCl4 in the presence of the seeds. Concave TOH Au 
NCs were selected as the template because their concave shape and protruded corners 
are versatile geometry for tailoring a variety of high-index facets. The successful 
growth of Pd layer on the Au seeds was confirmed by mapping the Au and Pd 






Figure 5.1 SEM images of TOH Au@Pd NCs in (A) high and (B) low 
magnifications. (C) Individual NCs in different orientations with the corresponding 
geometric models shown on the right of each SEM image.  The scale bar is 50 nm. (D) 
TEM image of overall morphology of TOH Au@Pd NCs. (E) TEM image of a single 
TOH Au@Pd NCs viewed from the <110> direction and the corresponding electron 
diffraction pattern (inset). The measured projection angles are marked. (F) HRTEM 
image of an edge-on facet of TOH Au@Pd NC showing that the atomic steps in the 






Polyhedral NCs enclosed by various classes of high-index facets could be formed in 
high yield by adjusting the Pd/Au atomic ratio and NaBr addition, as shown in Scheme 
5.1. When the Pd/Au atomic ratio was 1/4, the growth of the Pd layer followed the 
contour of the underlying concave TOH Au templates. The conformal growth led to a 
majority of the resultant NCs adopting the concave TOH shape as shown in the SEM 
images of Figure 5.1A and 5.1B. A TOH is an octahedron with each of its facets 
capped by a triangular pyramid. (Pazos-Perez et al, 2008; Yu et al, 2010) It is therefore 
a polyhedron bounded by 24 high-index {hhl} (h>l>0) facets. (Pazos-Perez et al, 2008; 
Tian et al, 2008; Yu et al, 2010) The good agreement between the SEM images of the 
NCs and the geometric models (shown on the right of each image) confirms the TOH 
geometry of the NCs (Figure 5.1C). The formation of Au@Pd core-shell structure was 
also implicated by the alternating bright and dark fringes in the TEM image (Figure 
5.1D) which came from the superposition of two misfit crystalline lattices in a Au@Pd 
core-shell construction. (Fan et al, 2008; Lee et al, 2009) For NCs enclosed by high-
index facets, the Miller indices of high-index facets could be determined from the 
projection angles in selected crystallographic directions. (Tian et al, 2007; Tian et al, 
2008) The projection angles corresponding to ideal polyhedral crystals enclosed by 
high-index facets with different Miller indices are given in Table 2.2 (Chapter 2). 
Figure 5.1E shows TEM image of an individual TOH NC viewed from the <110> 
direction as confirmed by the electron diffraction pattern (inset of Figure 5.1E). In this 
orientation, 4 facets can be projected edge-on. (Tian et al, 2008; Yu et al, 2010) The 4 
edge-on facets were identified to be the {552} facets by comparing the measured 
projection angles with the calculated ones. The Miller indices of high-index facets 
could also be determined from the arrangement of the atoms in the edge-on facets. 




the TOH Au@Pd NC shown in Figure 5.1F shows a series of alternating {221} 
(3(111)×(110), magenta color) and {331} (2(111)×(110), green color) subfacets, 
resulting in an overall profile which is close to the {552} facets. HRTEM image in 
Figure 5.1F also shows no disruption of the lattice pattern at the Au/Pd interfaces 
indicating that the Pd layer was formed through the heteroepitaxial growth of Pd on 





Figure 5.2 SEM images of HOH Au@Pd NCs in (A) high and (B) low 
magnifications. (C) Individual HOH NCs in different orientations with the 
corresponding geometric models shown on the right of each SEM image. The scale bar 
is 50 nm. (D) TEM image of overall morphology of HOH Au@Pd NCs. (E) TEM 
image of a single HOH Au@Pd NCs viewed from the  <110> direction and the 
corresponding FFT pattern (inset). The measured projection angles are marked. (F) 
Relations between the projection angles and Miller indices of HOH NC in the <110> 





When the Pd/Au atomic ratio was increased to 1/2, the shape of the Au@Pd NCs 
transformed from concave TOH to concave HOH, which can be seen in the SEM 
images of Figure 5.2A and 2B. A HOH can be visualized as a TOH with its <111> 
edges bending outwards from the edge centers. (Tian et al, 2008) As a result, each 
{h’h’l’} facet is split into two {hkl} facets. It is therefore a polyhedron bounded by 48 
high-index {hkl} (h>k>l>0) facets. It can also be seen as a THH with its <100> edges 
contracting inwards from the edge centers; splitting each {h’k’0} facet into two {hkl} 
facets. The HOH geometry was confirmed by the good agreement between the SEM 
images of the NCs and the geometric models of concave HOH in the same orientation 
(Figure 5.2C). The fringes overlaying the NCs in the TEM image of Figure 5.2D 
signify the successful overgrowth of a Pd shell on the Au templates. The relations 
between the Miller indices {hkl} and the projection angles of an ideal HOH NC 
viewed from the <110> direction are described by the set of equations in Figure 5.2F, 
which were derived from the geometry. It is worthwhile noting that these equations are 
also applicable to TOH (h=k), THH (l=0). The projection angles of the NC measured 
from Figure 5.2E agree well with the theoretical values of {432} facets. The {432} 
facet can be expressed in terms of the step notation as 2(111)×(210). (Vanhove and 
Somorjai, 1980) Since the step itself is a high-index (210) subfacet, the Miller indices 
of the HOH NCs could not be derived from the atomic arrangement in the edge-on 
facets.  
 
In addition to high-index faceted TOH and HOH Au@Pd NCs, THH Au@Pd NCs 
could also be obtained by adding NaBr to the growth solution with a Pd/Au atomic 
ratio of 1/2 which was used for the HOH NCs. Figure 5.3A and 5.3B show the SEM 






Figure 5.3 SEM images showing the overall morphology of THH Au@Pd NCs in 
(A) high and (B) low magnifications and (C) individual THH NCs in different 
orientations with the corresponding geometric models shown on the right of each SEM 
image. The scale bar is 50 nm. (D) TEM image showing the overall morphology of 
THH Au@Pd NCs. (E) TEM image of a single THH Au@Pd NCs viewed from the  
<100> direction. The measured projection angles are marked. The projection angles 
indicate that the exposed surface is made up of {310} and {520} facets. (F) HRTEM 
image of an edge-on facet of THH Au@Pd NC showing the parallelism between the 
surface facet and the {520} plane. Inset is the corresponding FFT pattern.  
 
concentration in the growth solution. A THH can be seen as a cube with each facet 
capped by a square pyramid. (Tian et al, 2007; Tian et al, 2008; Ming et al, 2009; Li et 
al, 2010; Tian et al, 2010) It is bounded by 24 high-index {hk0} (h>k>0) facets. The 
SEM images of the NCs are consistent with the geometric model of THH in different 
orientations (Figure 5.3C). The formation of a Pd layer on the Au core could also be 
confirmed from the fringes overlaying the NCs (Figure 5.3D). When the imaging 




octagon. The 8 sides of the octagon are the facets of the THH NCs that are imaged 
edge-on. A comparison of the measured and calculated projection angles shows that 
the edge-on facets of the THH NC in Figure 5.3E consisted of both {310} and {520} 
facets. The edge-on facet of the THH NC in Figure 5.3F was parallel to the {520} 
facet consisting of alternating {310} (3(100)×(110), blue color) and {210} 
(2(100)×(110), red color) subfacets.  
  
 TOH NCs   HOH NCs THH NCs 
 
 
Figure 5.4 Comparison of (A) SEM images of TOH, HOH, and THH Au@Pd NCs 
viewed from the <111>, <110> and <100> directions and (B) TEM images viewed 
from the <110> directions. The measured projection angles are marked. (C) Geometric 









The comparison of the SEM images of TOH, HOH and THH NCs viewed from the 
<111>, <110>, and <100> directions and TEM images viewed from the <110> 
directions are given in Figure 5.4 to help visualizing the difference between these three 
types of polyhedral NCs. 
 





Figure 5.5 SEM images of THH Au@Pd NCs prepared with a NaBr concentration 
of (A) 8 mM and (B) 24 mM in the growth solution. (C) and (D) are HRTEM images 
showing the {210} and {720} facets. (E) The atomic model of {210}, {520}, {310}, 
{720} and {410} planes viewed from the <100> directions. With the increase in the 
h/k value of the {hk0} planes, the atomic length of the (100) terraces increase. The 





The seeded heteroepitaxial growth on concave TOH Au NCs is a versatile technique to 
synthesize NCs with different classes of high-index facets; and hence different 
polyhedral shapes. In addition, the Miller indices of the high-index facets in each class 
could also be altered by manipulating the growth kinetics. The variations of Miller 
indices can be deduced from the changes in the geometric parameters of the 
polyhedron while the overall polyhedral type is preserved. The following discussion is 
based on the THH NCs, which are used as an illustrative example.  
 
 
Figure 5.6 Geometric models of THH NCs enclosed by (A) {210}, (B) {520} and 
(C) {720} facets. m and n are geometric parameters of THH NCs corresponding to the 
height of the square pyramids on the cubic base and the edge length of the cubic base 
respectively with the relation m/n = k/2h. Below each geometric model is the 
representative TEM image of THH Au@Pd NCs obtained with a NaBr concentration 
of (D) and (G) 8 mM, (E) and (H) 16 mM and (F) and (I) 24 mM. The THH NCs 
shown in (D)-(F) are viewed from the <110> direction. The projection angles of THH 




The concentration of Br- provided the means for kinetic control. NaBr was added to 
the growth solution to a final concentration of 8 mM, 16 mM and 24 mM, while 
keeping the Pd/Au atomic ratio at 1/2. The SEM images in Figure 5.5A, 5.3A and 
5.5B show that the NCs obtained under these conditions were all THH polyhedrons. A 
closer examination of the SEM images, however, revealed some slight differences in 
the THH geometry, which depended on the NaBr concentration. The height of the 
square pyramids on the cubic base was taller for THH NCs synthesized with 8 mM 
NaBr concentration in the growth solution; and 24 mM NaBr produced THH NCs with 
flatter square pyramids. The geometric difference was also visible in the TEM images. 
Figure 5.6D-F show TEM images of THH NCs viewed from the <110> direction 
prepared at different NaBr concentration. The Miller indices {hk0} of the exposed 
facets of the THH NCs are related to their geometric parameters — i.e. the height of 
the square pyramid (m) and the edge length of the cubic base (n), by the equation h/k = 
n/2m. The m/n values of the THH NCs shown in Figure 5.6D-F were 1/4.07, 1/5.11, 
and 1/7.09 respectively, suggesting that the Miller indices of THH NCs prepared with 
different NaBr concentrations were different. The variability of the Miller indices 
could also be detected by measuring the projection angles of the THH NCs viewed 
from the <100> directions. The projection angle analysis allowed the Miller indices of 
the THH NCs to be determined quantitatively (Figure 5.6G-I). By comparing the 
measured projection angles with the calculated values, the majority of the THH NCs 
synthesized at a NaBr concentration of 8 mM were found to be enclosed by {210} 
facets. With 16mM NaBr, the THH NCs were enclosed by {310} and {520} facets and 
with 24 mM NaBr, the NCs were enclosed by {720} and {410} facets. The Miller 
indices of the exposed facets were further confirmed by examining the atomic 




consisting of (100) terraces separated by (110) steps were found in the HRTEM 
images in Figure 5.5C-D. All of the above analyses indicate that the Miller indices of 
the exposed {hk0} facets of THH NCs are modifiable with the h/k value increasing 
with the increase in NaBr concentration. The atomic models of {hk0} planes with 
various h/k values are given in Figure 5.5E.  
 
As a final illustration of the adjustability of the Miller indices, THH NCs with a more 
significantly different appearance were prepared by the further growth of THH NCs 
synthesized at a NaBr concentration of 24 mM. As shown in Figure 5.7, the resultant 
NCs were cube-like THHs which are distinguishably different from the THH NCs 
shown in Figure 5.3 and 5.5. In this case the square pyramids on the cubic base were 
almost flat and the facets were approximately {100} planes. These are indications that 
the Miller indices can be varied over a wide range of values.  
 
 
Figure 5.7  (A) SEM and (B) TEM images of the THH NCs obtained by 
continuous growth of the THH NCs by adding 0.1 mM H2PdCl4 to the solution of 
THH NCs synthesized with 24 mM NaBr in the growth solution.  (C) An individual 
THH NC viewed from the <100> direction. A square was marked on the figure 







5.3.3 Mechanisms  
The shape of the Au@Pd NCs produced by the seeded growth process is determined 
by the templating effect of the concave TOH Au seeds and the growth kinetics of the 
Pd atoms. Under the slow reduction rate due to the use of a mild reducing agent such 
as ascorbic acid, Pd atoms would prefer to grow in a layer-by-layer manner to form a 
Pd shell on the Au NC seeds.(Xiang et al, 2006; Fan et al, 2008; Lim et al, 2010) 
When the amount of Pd was low (Pd/Au=1/4), the Pd shell would follow the shape of 
the underlying seed. The templating effect of the Au seeds dominated in this case to 
result in TOH Au@Pd NCs. With more Pd atoms deposited on the NC surface 
(Pd/Au=1/2), the growth kinetics of Pd began to exert its influence on shape evolution. 
It has been demonstrated that the polyhedral shape of NCs is determined by the 
differences in the relative growth rates of three low-index facets. (Wang, 2000; 
Grzelczak et al, 2008; Tao et al, 2008; Xia et al, 2009; Yu et al, 2010) Usually, Pd 
{110} facets with their high surface energy would grow faster than the Pd {111} and 
{100} facets. (Xiang et al, 2006) The <111>, <100> and <110> directions in TOH, 
HOH and THH NCs are labeled in Scheme 5.2A and Figure 5.4C. For a TOH NC, the 
<110> direction is directed from the center of the NC to the centers of the “concave 
edges” (the edges between two concave facets, shown in blue). The faster growth rate 
in the <110> directions would gradually fill the concave space of the TOH NC. On the 
other hand, the <100> and <111> directions are directed from the center of the NC to 
the two ends of the “convex edges” (the edges between two convex facets, shown in 
red). As a result of the slower growth rates in the <111> and <100> directions, the 
shape of the NC would be “restrained” by the “convex edges” of the TOH seed. As 
shown in Scheme 5.2A, the filling of the concave space and the restraining effect of 




TOH to HOH or THH. The formation of whether HOH or THH NCs is dependent on 
the growth rate in the <110> direction relative to the growth rates in the <100> and 
<111> directions (Scheme 5.2B). 
 
 
     
Scheme 5.2 (A) Schematic illustration of growth from TOH to HOH or THH NCs. 
The <111>, <100> and <110> directions are marked. The red edges of the TOH NCs 
are the “convex edges” and the blue ones are the “concave edges”. Growth from TOH 
to HOH or THH involves the filling of the concave space and the restraining effect of 
the “convex edges” (growth in the <110> directions). (B) Schematic illustration of the 
cross section of the NCs viewed from the <110> directions showing the 
transformations between different polyhedral NCs. (B-1) Shape transformation from 
TOH to HOH with increase in the Pd amount. The <110> direction grows faster 
relative to the <100> and <111> directions. (B-2) Shape transformation from HOH to 
THH with the addition of NaBr. Here the relative growth rate in the <110> direction 
increases while the rates in the <100> and <111> directions decrease. (B-3) Shape 
transformation of THH with increase in the h/k value of {hk0} facets caused by the 
increase in NaBr concentration. Here the growth rate along the <100> direction 
decreases while the rates along the <111> and <110> directions increase. 
 
Geometrically THH is favored by a high growth rate in the <110> direction. If the 
growth rate in the <110> direction is not as high, the concave space of the TOH would 
not be completely filled and a concave HOH is formed, as shown in Scheme 5.2B-1 
and 5.2B-2. The growth kinetics of Pd may be moderated by introducing the Br- ions. 




[PdCl4-nBrn]2- (0<n≤4). The standard electrode reduction potentials of [PdCl4]2-/Pd and 
[PdBr4]2-/Pd are 0.59 and 0.49 V respectively. (Chakravorti and Subrahmanyam, 1992) 
Therefore, the formation of [PdCl4-nBrn]2- reduces the thermodynamic driving force for 
Pd reduction, and the reduction rate is expected to decrease accordingly. (Xiong et al, 
2007) A slow reduction rate increases the probability for the Pd atoms to seek the most 
favorable growth directions (the <110> directions is this case). The difference between 
the growth rates in the <110> directions and those in the <100> and <111> directions 
is then emphasized. The increase in the growth rate in the <110> directions in the 
presence of NaBr therefore transforms TOH into THH rather than HOH.  
 
The Miller indices of THH NCs could also be varied by manipulating the growth 
kinetics. For THH NCs, the edge length of the cubic base (n) is determined by the 
growth rates in the <111> and <110> directions while the height of the square 
pyramids on the cubic base (m) is determined mainly by the growth rate of the {100} 
facets relative to the other two low-index facets, as shown in Scheme 5.2A. The 
concentration of Br- ions again provides as the means for kinetic control. Br- ions 
would preferentially adsorb on the Pd {100} facets (Xiang et al, 2006; Xiong et al, 
2007; Xiong et al, 2007), decreases the growth rate in the <100> direction and 
increases the growth rates in the <111> and <110> directions. Therefore, with the 
increase in NaBr concentration, the growth rate in the <100> direction is slower. As a 
result the height of the square pyramids would decrease relative to the edge length of 
the cubic base, i.e. the m/n value of the THH NCs decreases (Scheme 5.2B-3). 
Consequently THH NCs enclosed by {hk0} facets with higher h/k values, i.e. a longer 
atomic width of the (100) terraces, would be formed. When more Pd atoms are 




preferentially deposited in the <111> and <110> directions; rendering the growth in 
the <100> directions the slowest. As a result, THH NCs which are nearly cubic in 
shape are formed with facets closer to the {100} facets. 
 
5.3.4 Electrochemical measurements  
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Figure 5.8 Cyclic voltammograms of formic acid electrooxidation in 0.1 M HClO4 
+ 1 M HCOOH on Au@Pd NCs with different polyhedral shapes enclosed by different 
crystallographic facets. (A) Cubic Au@Pd NCs with {100} facets. (B) Octahedral 
Au@Pd NCs with {111} facets. (C) TOH Au@Pd NCs with {552} facets. (D) HOH 
Au@Pd NCs with {432} facets. (E) THH Au@Pd NCs with {hk0} facets of different 










The successful synthesis of Au@Pd NCs enclosed with different high-index Pd facets 
allowed the study of surface-dependent catalytic properties. The electrooxidation of 
formic acid was chosen as a probe reaction in this study since its catalysis by Pd is 
known to be structural sensitive. (Hoshi et al, 2006; Habas et al, 2007; Hoshi et al, 
2007) For comparative purposes, cubic and octahedral Au@Pd NCs enclosed by low-
index {111} and {100} facets were also prepared by the heteroepitaxial growth of Pd 
layer on octahedral and cubic Au seeds (Appendix B). Figure 5.8 shows the cyclic 
voltammograms of formic acid oxidation in 1 M formic acid + 0.1 M HClO4 catalyzed 
by Au@Pd NCs with different polyhedral shapes enclosed by different 
crystallographic facets. The peak potentials, peak current densities and current 
densities at 0 V (all potentials are referenced to the Ag|AgCl (3 M KCl) standard) of 
the forward anodic scan from these NCs are summarized in Table 5.1. The maximum 
current density of formic acid oxidation in the forward anodic scan followed the order 
of octahedra < TOH < HOH < cubes = THH. THH NCs enclosed by {hk0} facets and 
cubic NCs enclosed by {100} facets exhibited the highest oxidation rate of formic acid 
among the NCs examined in this study. The anodic peak potential depended on the 
surface structure in the following order: 0.21 V for octahedral NCs, 0.29 V for TOH 
NCs, 0.31 V for HOH NCs, from 0.32 to 0.41 V for THH NCs with increase in the 
peak potential with the h/k value, and 0.47 V for cubic NCs. The variations in the 
anodic peak potential among the THH NCs are further evidence that the Miller indices 
of the THH NCs were different. From the viewpoint of practical applications in fuel 
cells where a high current density at low potentials is preferable, the current densities 
at 0 V were also compared.(Hoshi et al, 2007) A different activity order was obtained: 




Au@Pd NCs with high-index facets were more active for formic acid oxidation at low 
potentials than those with low-index facets. 
 
Table 5.1 Peak potential, peak current density and current density at 0V (vs 
Ag|AgCl) for Au@Pd NCs with different polyhedral shapes 
 









at 0 V (mA/cm2) 
Cube 1/2 0.47 20.59 0.78 
Octahedron 1/2 0.21 5.15 1.48 
TOH 1/4 0.29 11.52 1.80 
HOH 1/2 0.31 13.81 1.96 
THH {210} 1/2 0.32 20.85 3.03 
THH {520} 1/2 0.37 21.30 3.87 
THH {720} 1/2 0.41 20.75 2.58 
 
 
5. 4 Conclusion 
In conclusion, through a controlled heteroepitaxial growth process on preformed Au 
TOH NC templates, Au@Pd NCs with different polyhedral shapes enclosed by 
different high-index facets were synthesized. They include concave TOH Au@Pd NCs 
enclosed by {hhl} facets, concave HOH Au@Pd NCs enclosed by {hkl} facets and 
THH Au@Pd NCs enclosed by {hk0} facets. The Miller indices of THH NCs could 
additionally be varied. These NCs with different crystallographic facets were 
electrocatalytically distinct in formic acid oxidation. This study shows that a seeded 
growth process combining the use of concave high-index TOH NC templates and 
kinetic control is a simple and yet effective method for synthesizing noble metal NCs 
with adjustable high-index facets. This method of shape evolution reduces the efforts 




to be formed without the templating NCs. It also improves the controllability of the 
surface structure of the NCs and offers new options in the shape-controlled synthesis 




CHAPTER 6   ARTIFICIAL METALLIC 
MOLECULES AND THEIR 
MORPHOLOGY DIVERSITY 
 
6. 1 Introduction 
Two thirds of all elements in the periodic table are metals. Unlike non-metals where 
atoms can chemically combine into molecules in definitive number and arrangement 
through covalent bonds, metallic atoms are bonded nonspecifically by metallic bonds 
and lack the equivalence of molecules. The sophistication that is possible with only 
metals is thereby quite limited. A more versatile way of combining metallic atoms to 
increase diversity and opportunities in property tuning has been a continuing challenge 
for the scientists. Recently, techniques have been developed for manipulating metals at 
the nanoscale resulting in properties significantly different from their bulk state. 
(Burda et al, 2005; Tao et al, 2008; Xia et al, 2009) In particular metallic NCs have 
shown some association capability to be regarded as artificial atoms. (Yin and 
Alivisatos, 2005; Glotzer and Solomon, 2007) If the artificial metallic atoms can be 
combined directly in definitive number and arrangement similar to the way non-
metallic atoms organize themselves into molecules by covalent bonds, “new” metallic 
materials may be created. These new materials can then be referred to as artificial 
metallic molecules since they are formed directly from the artificial atoms without any 
third party molecular linker and metallic bonds exist throughout the molecules. Unlike 
natural atoms, the characteristics of the artificial atoms (composition, size and shape) 




arrangement of the artificial atoms but also the customization of the artificial atoms. 
(Cozzoli et al, 2006; Tao et al, 2008; Xia et al, 2009; Carbone and Cozzoli, 2010; 
Costi et al, 2010; Guo and Wang, 2011) The prospect for the discovery of new 
properties therefore increases nearly infinitely. Indeed, the large number of shapes that 
has been demonstrated for the metallic NCs and the many different ways in which they 
may be combined geometrically is already a rich resource for the creation of artificial 
metallic molecules. (Cozzoli et al, 2006; Tao et al, 2008; Xia et al, 2009; Costi et al, 
2010) Metallic molecules are an unprecedented opportunity to expand the library of 
metallic materials beyond what is possible with classical alloying; which is basically 
the mixing of different metals to form a homogeneous or a partially segregated solid 
solution. The benefit of such exploratory efforts is obviously the potential for new or 
enhanced application properties.  
 
This study will demonstrate the synthesis of artificial metallic molecules where 
structure and morphology diversity was realized by rationally and independently 
tuning the shape and size of the artificial atoms and their arrangement. Artificial 
metallic molecules consisting of monometallic Au artificial atoms in the centre 
(referred as central artificial atoms) surrounded by satellite bimetallic AgPd artificial 
atoms (referred as satellite artificial atoms), abbreviated as Au(AgPd) artificial 
molecules, will be used as case studies. The satellite artificial atoms can be made to 
bond selectively to the corners or the edges of the central artificial atoms. The shape of 
the central and satellite artificial atoms can also be varied and those enclosed by {111} 
and/or {100} facets will be shown as examples. Examples of artificial metallic 




also be demonstrated to show variability and versatility of constructions. All the 
artificial metallic molecules demonstrated in this study are summarized in Scheme 6.1. 
 
 
Scheme 6.1 Schematic showing the morphology of artificial metallic molecules 
demonstrated in this study. Red crystals represent central Au artificial atoms and green 
crystals are satellite bimetallic AgPd artificial atoms. The satellite artificial atoms can 
bond selectively to the corners or the edges of a central artificial atom. The exposed 
facets of the central and satellite artificial atoms can be {111}, {100}, or a 
combination of both. Some artificial metallic molecules constituted from artificial 
atoms with other types of exposed facets and materials were also prepared.  
 
 
6. 2 Experimental section 
6.2.1 Materials  
Hydrogen tetrachloroaurate (Ш) hydrate (HAuCl4.xH2O, Alfa Aesar, 49.87% Au), 




99.8%), sodium borohydride (NaBH4, Fluka, 98%), cetyltrimethylammonium chloride 
(CTAC, Alfa Aesar, 95+%), cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB, Sigma 
Aldrich, ≥98%) and L-ascorbic acid (Merck, 99%) were used as received. Ultrapure 
Millipore water (18.2 MΩ) was used as the solvent throughout. All glassware was 
cleaned in Aqua Regia and rinsed with ethanol and ultrapure water. 10 mM H2PdCl4 
solution was prepared by dissolving 44.5 mg of PdCl2 in 25 mL 20 mM HCl solution.  
 
6.2.2 Synthesis of corner-satellite Au(AgPd) artificial molecules.  
Au(AgPd) artificial molecules were synthesized by the seed-mediated growth method. 
Au NCs in various polyhedral shapes (octahedral, truncated octahedral with different 
truncation degrees, cubic) were prepared first (Appendix A) and used as central 
artificial atoms to seed the reduction of the satellite artificial atoms. The experimental 
procedures to form corner- and edge-selective growths of the satellite artificial atoms 
are illustrated in Scheme 6.2. 
 
 
Scheme 6.2 Procedures for the preparation of (A) corner- and (B) edge-satellite 
artificial molecules.  
 
For the synthesis of corner-satellite Au(AgPd) artificial molecules with satellite 
artificial atoms bound by {111} facets, 36 µL 5 mM AgNO3 (60 µL for cubic Au 




NC solution. After thorough mixing, 60 µL 100 mM HCl and different volumes of 5 
mM H2PdCl4 were added in turns to the polyhedral Au NC solution. The volumes of 
H2PdCl4 added to octahedral, truncated octahedral and cubic Au NC solutions were 42, 
21, and 60 µL respetively. The solutions were mixed well and left on the shaker 
overnight.  
 
For the synthesis of corner-satellite Au(AgPd) artificial molecules with satellite 
artificial atoms bound by {100} and both {111} and {100} facets, only the amounts of 
AgNO3 and HCl were modified. Other reagents and experimental conditions were the 
same as the synthesis of satellite artificial atoms bound by {111} facets. Satellite NCs 
bound by {100} facets were prepared by adding 60 µL 0.5 mM AgNO3 to the growth 
solution. Satellite NCs bound by both {100} and {111} facets were prepared by 
adding 60 µL 0.5 mM AgNO3 and 150 µL 100 mM HCl to the growth solution.  
 
For the size tailoring of corner-satellite artificial atoms bound by {111} facets on 
central octahedral artificial atoms, the amounts of H2PdCl4 and AgNO3 were modified 
while other experimental variables remained constant. For the preparation of small 
satellite artificial atoms, 9 µL and 21 µL 5 mM H2PdCl4 were added to the octahedral 
Au NC solution. For satellite artificial atoms with larger sizes, the growth solution 
containing 60 µL 5 mM AgNO3; and 30 µL 5 mM H2PdCl4 was added to the growth 
solution twice at 30 min apart to prevent the self-nucleation of Pd NCs. For the size 
tailoring of the entire artificial molecules, octahedral NCs in different sizes were first 
prepared (Appendix A) and used as the central artificial atoms while all other 





6.2.3 Synthesis of edge-satellite Au(AgPd) artificial molecules 
For the synthesis of edge-satellite Au(AgPd) artificial molecules with satellite NCs 
bound  by {111} facets, 0.155 mL  38.8 mM ascorbic acid, 60 µL 100 mM HCl and 42 
µL 5 mM H2PdCl4 were added in turns to 3 mL polyhedral Au NC solution with 
mixing after each addition. After aging the growth solution for 10 min, 36 µL 5 mM 
AgNO3 (60 µL when cubic Au NCs were used as seeds) was added and mixed by 
shaking.  Finally, 42 µL 5 mM H2PdCl4 was introduced 30 min after the AgNO3 
addition. The solution was thoroughly mixed and left on the shaker overnight.  
 
The amount of AgNO3 was modified to produce edge-satellite artificial atoms with 
other types of exposed facets. In particular edge-satellite NCs bound by {100} facets 
and by both {100} and {111} facets were obtained with 60 µL and 120 µL 0.5 mM 
AgNO3 added to the growth solution respectively. All other experimental conditions 
were unchanged.  
 
6.2.4 Materials characterizations 
The composition and fine structures of the NCs were analyzed by TEM, HRTEM and 
EDX on JEM-2010 and JEM-2100F (JEOL) microscopes operating at 200 kV 
accelerating voltage. FESEM (on a JEOL JSM-6700F equipped with STEM function 
operating at 25 kV) was used to examine overall particle morphology and product 
uniformity. EM samples were prepared by dispensing a drop of the washed product on 







6. 3 Results and discussion 
The artificial metallic molecules synthesized in this study are shown in Scheme 6.1. A 
typical synthesis began with the preparation of octahedral, truncated octahedral Au 
NCs with different degrees of truncation, and cubic Au NCs (See Appendix A for 
details), which were then used as the central artificial atoms and seeds for the 
reduction of the satellite artificial atoms. In this way the morphology of the central 
artificial atoms could be independently tuned to increase the diversity of the artificial 
metallic molecules. Satellite AgPd artificial metallic atoms were deposited onto 
specific sites of the Au central artificial atoms by the ascorbic acid reduction of 
AgNO3 and H2PdCl4. The satellite artificial atoms could be made to deposit selectively 
at the corners or on the edges of the central artificial atoms by changing the addition 
sequence of the Ag and Pd precursors. The exposed facets of the satellite artificial 
atoms could be modified by growth kinetics control by regulating the concentrations 
of AgNO3 and HCl. The experimental procedures to promote corner- and edge-
selective growths of the satellite artificial atoms are illustrated in Scheme 6.2. 
 
6.3.1 Synthesis of corner-satellite Au(AgPd) artificial molecules 
We will first describe a series of Au(AgPd) artificial molecules formed by positioning 
the satellite artificial atoms at the corners of central artificial atoms of different 
polyhedral shapes (Figure 6.1). The artificial molecules were monodisperse in both 
size and shape. The distributed presence of satellite artificial atoms on Au central 
artificial atoms can clearly be seen in SEM and TEM images. Detailed analyses of the 
SEM and TEM images revealed that each satellite artificial atom was octahedral in 
shape and was seated at a corner of the central artificial atom with the vertex of the 




octahedral corner-satellite artificial molecules with central artificial atoms in different 
polyhedral shapes were constructed. The TEM and SEM images of the artificial 
molecules were found to agree well with these geometric models viewed from the 
three low-index directions (<110>, <100> and <111>). For octahedral and cubic 
central artificial atoms with a small number of corners (6 and 8 respectively), the 
satellite artificial atoms were well-resolved in the EM images thanks to the well-
separated corners. The increase in the number (24) and proximity of corners in a 
truncated octahedral central artificial atom, and the smallness of the satellite artificial 
atom on each corner; made the identification of the satellite artificial atoms more 
difficult in the EM images because of overlapping shapes. Since cutting a corner of an 
octahedron along the {100} facets produces a square {100} facet with four corners, 
the four small octahedral satellite atoms on the corners of the square {100} facets 
overlapped with each other forming a screw head with a cross shaped valley. Such 
geometric features can be seen in the SEM images and the valley can be revealed by 
TEM projection images. The exposed {111} facets of the satellite artificial atoms can 
be confirmed by analyzing the projection angles in the TEM images. An octahedral 
NC enclosed by {111} facets projected in the <110> direction would be a rhombus 
with projection angles of 70.5o and 109.5o while projection in the <100> direction 
would show a square with right angles. The projections of satellite artificial atoms 
shared the same geometric characteristics as an octahedron thereby indirectly 
implicating the exposure of {111} facets. The satellite artificial atoms are outlined in 
the HRTEM images in Figure 6.1 to help with the visualization. The HRTEM images 
also showed continuous lattice fringes suggesting the heteroepitaxial growth of the 









Figure 6.1 The morphology of corner-satellite Au(AgPd) artificial molecules with 
central (A) octahedral Au NCs, (B,C) truncated octahedral Au NCs with small and 
large truncation degrees, and (D) cubic Au NCs. Rows 1-5 are SEM images in low and 
high magnifications,  TEM images, geometric models of the artificial molecules 
viewed from three low-index directions (<100>, <111> and <110>) consistent with the 
SEM and TEM images; and HRTEM images of the corner regions of the artificial 
molecules and corresponding FFT patterns (as insets). The outlines of the satellite 




6.3.2 Synthesis of edge-satellite Au(AgPd) artificial molecules 
 
 
Figure 6.2 Columns A-D show the morphology of edge-satellite Au(AgPd) 
artificial molecules formed by octahedral, truncated octahedral (with small and large 
truncation degrees), and cubic central artificial atoms. Rows 1-5 are SEM images in 
low and high magnifications, TEM images, geometric models of the artificial 
molecules in comparison with SEM and TEM images of artificial molecules viewed 
from the three low-index directions (<100>, <111> and <110>); and HRTEM images 
of the square regions in the TEM images (viewed from the <110> direction) and 
corresponding FFT patterns (insets). The outlines of the satellite artificial atoms are 




The satellite artificial atoms could also bond to the edges of the polyhedral central 
artificial atoms producing a series of edge-satellite Au(AgPd) artificial molecules, as 
shown in Figure 6.2. Satellite artificial atoms with a lighter contrast appeared as an 
uneven coverage of the Au central artificial atoms in the TEM images. The edge-
selective growth was also evident in the SEM images where a depression can be found 
in each facet of the artificial molecules. The geometric models of edge-satellite 
artificial molecules with central artificial atoms of different polyhedral shapes and 
consistent with the artificial molecules in the SEM and TEM images were constructed. 
These artificial molecules with octahedral central artificial atom can be visualized as 
octahedrons with an excavated truncated trigonal pyramidal depression in each facet. 
TEM images of the artificial molecules are consistent with the projections of an 
octahedron suggesting that the outer facets of the satellite artificial atoms were {111} 
facets. The inner facets of the depression (i.e., facets of the satellite artificial atoms 
facing the depression) could also be identified. When the artificial molecule was 
viewed along the <110> direction, the contrast of the shell was not uniform and 
showed a rhombic outline with two obtuse angles in a darker contrast. The darker 
contrast was caused by the two ridges parallel to the viewing direction. The facets of 
these two edges were projected edge-on and defined the boundary of the dark region. 
The rhombic shape of the boundary, which is marked in the HRTEM image, indicates 
that the inner facets of the depression were {111} facets. When the central artificial 
atoms were a truncated octahedron, depressions were created not only in the {111} 
facets but also in the exposed {100} facets. As truncation in the corners of an 
octahedral central NC formed a square facet with four <110> edges, a depression with 
square pyramidal shape was formed on each of the {100} facets. These square 




in TEM images when they were viewed from the <110> direction. The outline of the 
V-shape crack corresponded to the two facets of the square pyramidal depression 
viewed edge-on. The analysis of the projection angles confirmed that the exposed 
facets of these square pyramids were also {111} facets. Growth of the satellite 
artificial atoms on highly truncated octahedral or cubic central artificial atoms also 
resulted in rough edges. A closer examination of the EM images disclosed that the 
edge-satellite artificial atoms were made of linear assembly of small NCs along the 
edges. From HRTEM images, these linearly assembled small NCs were not randomly 
oriented, but epitaxially grown on the central artificial atoms. The rhombic projection 
in the <110> direction and the square projection in <100> direction for each of these 
small NCs in the TEM image indicated these small NCs were bound by {111} facets.  
 
6.3.3 Tuning the exposed facets of the satellite artificial atoms 
We have just demonstrated the morphology diversity that was possible with Au(AgPd) 
artificial molecules by placing satellite artificial atoms precisely on the corners or the 
edges of a polyhedral central artificial atom. In all these cases, the satellite artificial 
atoms were bound entirely by {111} facets. If the exposed facets of the satellite 
artificial atoms could also be changed, the diversity of the Au(AgPd) family of 
artificial molecules may increase even further. This was indeed experimentally 
possible and Figure 6.3 shows some examples where the exposed facets of satellite 
artificial atoms in corner- and edge-satellite artificial molecules (with octahedral 
central artificial atoms) could be {111}, {110}, or a mixture of both. Figures 6.3A and 
6.3B show, respectively, the morphology of corner-satellite artificial molecules when 
the satellite artificial atoms were faceted by {100}, or a mixture of {100} and {111}. 




octahedral satellite artificial atoms on the six corners of an octahedral central Au 
artificial atom. Similar to the octahedral satellite artificial atoms, the (non-octahedral) 
satellite artificial atoms were also geometrically centred on the vertices of the central 
octahedron. The geometric models proposed as such agree well with TEM and SEM 
images of the artificial molecules viewed from the <110>, <100> and <111> 
directions. The cubic outline of the satellite artificial atoms is easily recognizable in 
the SEM image. Individual satellite artificial atoms exhibiting square projections in 
both <110> and <100> directions confirmed their cubic geometry and hence the 
exposure of {100} facets. The truncated octahedral satellite artificial atoms exhibited a 
more spherical morphology. The semi-hexagonal and semi-octagonal appearance are 
congruent with viewing from the <111> and <110> directions, which indirectly 
confirmed the presence of both {111} and {100} facets.   
 
Figure 6.3C and 6.3D show, respectively, morphology of edge-satellite artificial 
molecules with satellite artificial atoms enclosed by {100}; and a combination of {100} 
and {111} facets. When the edge-satellite artificial atoms were bound by {100} facets, 
the artificial molecules had the appearance of a cube cut by eight smaller cubes located 
at the eight corners of the former; or three identical square prisms intercepting 
perpendicularly to each other (Figure 6.3C). The right angle projection angles viewed 
from both <110> and <100> directions confirmed the exposure of {100} facets. Edge-
satellite artificial molecules with satellite artificial atoms with both {100} and {111} 
facets could be seen as excavated truncated octahedrons, with excavated truncated 
trigonal pyramidal depressions only in the {111} facets of the truncated octahedrons. 
The TEM images are consistent with the projections of a truncated octahedron along 




and {100} facets. The inner facets of the depression could be characterized by the 
outlines of the darker regions at the two obtuse corners where two ridges were 
projected parallel to the viewing directions with their facets edge-on. The orientation 
of edge-on facets indicate the inner facets of the depression were {100} facets.  
 
 
Figure 6.3 Morphology of corner-satellite Au(AgPd) artificial molecules with 
octahedral central artificial atoms and satellite artificial atoms enclosed by (column A) 
{100} facets and (column B) {100} and {111} facets, edge-satellite Au(AgPd) 
artificial molecules with satellite artificial atoms enclosed by (column C) {100} facets 
and (column D) {100} and {111} facets. Rows 1-4 are SEM images in low and high 
magnifications respectively; TEM images; and the geometric models of the artificial 
molecules together with the SEM and TEM images of artificial molecules viewed 




6.3.4 Tailoring the size of the artificial metallic molecules 
 
Figure 6.4 Size tailoring of the Au(AgPd) artificial molecules. (A-C) Tailoring the 
size of the satellite artificial atoms to edge lengths of 25, 30, and 45 nm. (D-F) 
Tailoring the size of the artificial molecules to distances between two furthest tips of 
75, 110, and 150 nm.  
 
Remarkably, besides shape and relative position, the size of the central and satellite 
artificial atoms could also be independently varied. Corner-satellite artificial 
molecules with both octahedral central and satellite artificial atoms were used to 
demonstrate size tunability. Figures 6.4A-C show that the satellite artificial atoms 
could be tuned to have edge lengths of 25, to 30 and 45 nm respectively. Regardless of 
the size, the satellite artificial atoms were all octahedrons with their geometric centre 
coincident with the vertices of the central artificial atoms. The satellite artificial atoms 
were corner connected when they grew to a certain size. In addition, the size of the 
entire artificial molecule could be altered by independently varying the size of both 
central and satellite artificial atoms. Figures 6.4D-F shows artificial molecules with 
distance between two furthest tips of 75, 110, and 150 nm. The overall shape of the 




6.3.5 Confirmations of composition distribution  
The chemical compositions of the artificial molecules were analyzed by STEM-EDX. 
Corner- and edge-satellite artificial molecules with octahedral central artificial atoms; 
and satellite artificial atoms with {100} facets; were chosen as examples and are 
shown in Figure 6.5. Elemental mapping (Figure 6.5A-B) indicated that the central 
regions of the particles were mostly Au while Ag and Pd distributed around Au non-
uniformly. Elemental maps and line scans of individual corner-satellite artificial 
molecules oriented in the <100> and <110> directions are given in Figure 6.5C and 
6.5D respectively. For corner-satellite artificial molecules oriented in the <100> 
direction, distributed Ag and Pd signals were detected on the four corners of the 
square projected from the central artificial atom (one artificial atom per corner). 
Higher percentages of Ag and Pd were measured in the centre due to the superposition 
of two satellite artificial atoms above and below the central artificial atoms. For 
corner-satellite artificial molecules oriented in the <110> direction, distributed signals 
of Ag and Pd were detected at the four corners of the rhombic projection of the central 
artificial atoms. Higher percentages of Ag and Pd were measured at the obtuse corners 
where the signal was contributed by two satellite artificial atoms. In the elemental 
maps of edge-satellite artificial molecules oriented in the <100> direction (Figure 
6.5E), Ag and Pd signals were concentrated to form a cross shape corresponding to the 
edges of the central artificial atom. For the edge-satellite artificial molecules oriented 
in the <110> direction, the Ag and Pd signals concentrated into a “ф” shape (rotated 
90o in Figure 6.5F) corresponding to the edges of the rhombic projection of the 
octahedral central artificial atom. For both corner- and edge-satellite artificial 
molecules, the distributions of Pd and Ag signals followed identical trends across the 





Figure 6.5 STEM images and elemental maps of (A) corner- and (B) edge-satellite 
artificial molecules. (C-D) STEM images, element maps, and line scans of individual  
corner-satellite artificial molecules oriented in the <100> and <110> directions. (E-F) 
STEM images, elemental maps, and line scans of individual edge-satellite artificial 
molecules oriented in the <100> and <110> directions. 
 
6.3.6 Other artificial metallic molecules  
Twelve artificial metallic molecules with different morphologies were shown in the 
above examples through rational and independent tuning of the exposed facets of the 
component artificial atoms and their spatial arrangement. All of the artificial 




satellite AgPd biartificial metallic atoms. The exposed facets of the central and 
satellite artificial atoms could be {111} or {100} facets or their combinations. From a 
practical standpoint, artificial molecules should also be buildable from other artificial 
metallic atoms with other types of exposed facets and materials in order to be a useful 
technology. Here we will show some examples of generating more variants of the 
artificial metallic molecules by using other types of exposed facets and different 
materials for the artificial atoms.   
 
The artificial atoms can be bound by facets other than {111} and {100}. The 
possibility is theoretically limitless but we will use rhombic dodecahedral central Au 
NCs as an example to form Au(AgPd) artificial molecules with octahedral corner-
satellite artificial atoms. Rhombic dodecahedrons are polyhedrons with 12 identical 
rhombic {110} facets and 14 vertices. The SEM images of the rhombic dodecahedral 
central artificial atoms are shown in Figures 6.6A-B and 6.6E. The synthesized 
artificial molecules had exactly the same morphology as the geometric model created 
by attaching octahedrons to the 14 corners of a central rhombic dodecahedron (Figures 
6.6C-D and 6.6F). The HRTEM image of the artificial molecules viewed from the 
<110> direction (Figure 6.6G) confirms heteroepitaxial growth and the single 
crystallite nature of the artificial molecules. The outline of the satellite artificial atoms 








Figure 6.6 SEM images of rhombic dodecahedral Au NCs in (A) high and (B) low 
magnifications. SEM images of artificial molecules with rhombic dodecahedral central 
artificial atoms and octahedral corner satellite artificial atoms in (C) high and (D) low 
magnifications. (E-F) Geometric models and corresponding EM images of the 
rhombic dodecahedral Au NCs and artificial molecules with rhombic dodecahedral 
central artificial atoms viewed from the <111>, <100> and <110> directions. (G) 
HRTEM image of the square region in (F). 
 
Artificial metallic molecules could also be formed from artificial atoms of other 
materials. Two artificial metallic molecules, with central and satellite artificial atoms 
different from Au and AgPd respectively, will be given here as examples. In the first 
example, the previously central artificial atoms of monometallic Au NCs were 
replaced by cubic Au@Pd core-shell NCs (Figure 6.7A-B). The satellite artificial 




artificial atoms to the edges of the Au@Pd cubic artificial atoms formed the artificial 
molecules (Au@Pd)(AgPd) shown in Figure 6.7C-H.  
 
 
Figure 6.7  (A) TEM and (B) SEM images of cubic Au@Pd core-shell NCs as the 
central artificial atoms. SEM images in (C) high and (D) low magnifications and (E) 
TEM images of artificial metallic molecules consisting of Au@Pd core-shell cubic 
central artificial atoms and edge-satellite AgPd biartificial metallic atoms. (F-H) 
Geometric models and corresponding SEM and TEM images of the artificial 
molecules viewed from the <100>, <110> and <111> directions respectively. 
 
In the second example, AgPt bimetallic NCs were used as the satellite artificial atoms 
to decorate a central artificial atom of Au octahedral NCs. The selective bonding of 




corner-satellite Au(AgPt) artificial molecules. The TEM and SEM images in Figures 
6.8A-C indicated that the satellite artificial atoms were not solid NCs but porous 
dendritic particles with an overall quasi-octahedral shape. Elemental maps and line 
scans (inset in Figure 6.8D) revealed Au in the center and Ag and Pd at the corners. 
The equal distribution of Ag and Pt throughout the satellite artificial atoms confirmed 
the deposition of AgPt bimetallic satellite artificial atoms on central Au artificial 
atoms. Although the satellite artificial atoms were dendritic and porous, the HRTEM 
image of the artificial molecules indicated heteroepitaxial growth and single 
crystalline nature of the artificial molecules as shown in Figure 6.6E.  
 
 
Figure 6.8 SEM images in (A) high and (B) low magnifications and (C) TEM 
image of the artificial metallic molecules consisting of octahedral Au central artificial 
atoms and corner-satellite artificial AgPt bimetallic atoms. (D) TEM image of the 
artificial molecules viewed from the <110> direction. On the right are insets of 
elemental maps of Au, Ag and Pt respectively. The bottom inset is the line scan across 
the dashed line shown in (D). (E) HRTEM image of the square region in (D) 





6. 4 Conclusion 
A new class of materials rich in diversity — metallic molecules, were formed with real 
metal atoms at the nanoscale by bonding different artificial metallic atoms through real 
metallic bonds. A diverse range of artificial metallic molecules with exotic 
morphologies could be created by independently and precisely varying the shape and 
size of the artificial atoms and their spatial arrangement. A series of artificial metallic 
molecules consisting of monometallic Au central artificial atoms decorated with AgPd 
bimetallic satellite artificial atoms were used to demonstrate the morphology diversity 
of the artificial metallic molecules. The exposed facets of the central and satellite 
artificial atoms could be {111}, {100} or both; and for spatial arrangement the satellite 
NCs could be bonded selectively to the corners or the edges of a central NC.  We have 
also synthesized artificial metallic molecules from central and satellite artificial atoms 
with other types of facets and materials. 
 
The discovery of artificial metallic molecules and their impressive morphology 
diversity greatly increases the prospect for generating new and more varied properties. 
The artificial metallic molecular morphologies that we have demonstrated represent 
only a microcosm of the infinite possibility at the disposal of our creativity and 
imagination. The ability to create pseudo new atoms liberates us from the bound of the 
periodic table. As we learn to control the spatial arrangement and the morphology of 
artificial atoms in new and more advanced ways, more sophisticated and intricate 
artificial metallic molecules can be created. The application potential of these artificial 
metallic molecules has yet to be explored, but is expected to be immense due to a high 
level of customizability. Such explorations have to be backed by rational design and 




CHAPTER 7  MECHANISTIC STUDY OF 
THE FORMATION OF ARTIFICIAL 
METALLIC MOLECULES 
 
7. 1 Introduction 
Chapter 6 has shown a number of artificial metallic molecules and their morphology 
diversity. The design and synthesis of artificial metallic molecules definitely benefits 
can be performed with greater confidence if the growth dynamics is known in detail.  
Regardless of the shape of the central artificial atom (many polyhedral NCs have been 
used), the deposition of satellite NCs always occurred on the corners or the edges of 
the polyhedral central NC (Chapter 6). Hence the common strategy of using selective 
adsorption on specific facets to inhibit or promote growth in specific crystallographic 
directions is not applicable to this study. 
 
This unusual behavior necessitates a follow-up study in which the synthetic 
parameters for both corner- and edge-selective growths may be varied systematically 
to reveal their contributions to morphology development and shape evolution. 
Au(AgPd) artificial molecules with central artificial atoms of octahedral Au NCs were 
selected as the model compounds. The most significant synthetic parameters for site- 
and shape-selective growths of the satellite NCs were identified. Some hypotheses for 
the mechanisms of formation consistent with many of the experimental observations 





7. 2 Results and discussion 
7.2.1 Formation of bimetallic satellite NCs 
The growth of AgPd bimetallic satellite NCs on the Au central NCs was initiated by 
mixing solutions of the metal precursors (AgNO3 and H2PdCl4), the Au NC solution, 
using ascorbic acid as the reducing agent and CTAB as the capping agent. However, it 
has been reported that Ag+ cannot be reduced by ascorbic acid with CTAB present as a 
capping agent unless heating (~60oC) is applied or under alkaline conditions. (Pal et al, 
1998; Liu and Guyot-Sionnest, 2005; Grzelczak et al, 2008; Personick et al, 2011) 
Therefore, the formation of AgPd bimetallic NCs was investigated first. 
 
A control experiment confirmed that the reduction of AgNO3 by ascorbic acid did not 
occur at room temperature in the presence of CTAB. However, when the growth 
solution contained both H2PdCl4 and AgNO3, the ascorbic acid reduction of both metal 
precursors occurred at room temperature was possible in the presence of CTAB to 
form AgPd bimetallic NCs. This reaction could proceed with or without the presence 
of seeds. He et al. have discovered the same in their experiments without the NC seeds 
(He et al, 2010)  
 
Since Pd NCs are generally a good catalyst, it is reasonable to assume that Pd NCs can 
serve as the catalyst to lower the kinetic barrier in Ag+ reduction. To test this 
hypothesis, AgNO3 was electrochemically reduced on a carbon black electrode with 
and without a commercial Pd NC catalyst. The results are shown in Figure 7.1. For the 
carbon black electrode without the Pd NC catalyst, reduction of Ag+ began at 0.32 V 
and the peak reduction current was 16.5 µA. In the presence of the commercial Pd 




easier reaction onset. The peak reduction current also increased six fold to 103.8 µA. 
These results suggest that Pd NCs are an effective catalyst for AgNO3 reduction.  
 
















 carbon black in 0.1mM AgNO3 + 1mM HClO3
 Pd/carbon black in 0.1mM AgNO3 + 1mM HClO3
 Pd/carbon black in 1mM HClO3
 
Figure 7.1 Electrochemical reduction of AgNO3 on carbon black in the presence 
































Figure 7.2 (A) EDX and (B) XPS survey spectra of NCs prepared by ascorbic 
reduction of AgNO3 in the presence of Au@Pd NCs. The inset in (B) is a high 
resolution XPS spectrum of Ag 3d.  
 
We also evaluated the catalytic activity of Au@Pd core-shell NCs (edge length of 55 
nm and Pd shell thickness of 2 nm) in the ascorbic acid reduction of AgNO3. TEM and 




composition analysis of the NCs by EDX during SEM, shown in Figure 7.2A, revealed 
a trace amount of Ag (3.73 at. %) on the resulting NCs. XPS of the same sample 
(Figure 7.2B), however, showed a higher atom% of Ag at 15.65 %. Since the 
penetration depth of XPS is about 3 nm, the higher concentration of Ag detected by 
XPS measurements indicates that Ag was present mainly on the NC surface. It was 
likely that that reduction of Ag ions to Ag0 was catalyzed by the Pd shell. The reaction 
was however self-limiting due to the coverage of the catalytically active Pd surface by 
depositing Ag atoms. The reaction ceased once the Pd surface was fully covered. In 
the case of bimetallic AgPd, the continuous supply of fresh Pd facets from the ascorbic 
acid reduction of H2PdCl4 sustained the reduction of the Ag ions. Hence Pd and Ag 
could be co-reduced after an initial period to form catalytic Pd nanoclusters for the 
deposition of AgPd bimetallics (Ag and Pd are miscible in any ratio in the bulk state).   
 
 
7.2.2 The site-selective growth of satellite NCs 
7.2.2.1 Precursor addition sequence and aging of Pd precursor 
We examined a list of synthetic parameters that may have influence on the site-
selective growth of the satellite NCs. In particular, we found that the addition 
sequence of the two metal precursors (Ag, Pd) and the aging time of the Pd precursor 
(for edge-selective growth) were the most crucial in determining the deposition sites of 
the satellite NCs. As has been discussed in Chapter 6, when AgNO3 solution was 
added before H2PdCl4 solution, satellite NCs would deposit exclusively on the corners 
of central NCs. We have also found that aging the AgNO3 growth solution had no 
apparent effect on the morphology of the resulting hybrid NCs. On the other hand, 
satellite NCs would form preferentially on the edges of the central NCs when H2PdCl4 




solution after the first addition was necessary for the edge-selective growth as the 
morphology of the resulting hybrid NCs was strongly dependent on the aging time. 
Figure 7.3 shows the morphology of the hybrid NCs as a function of the aging time of 
the H2PdCl4 growth solution. Edge-satellite hybrid NCs with octahedral central NCs 
and 10 mM AgNO3 concentration in the growth solution were selected for this study. 
When AgNO3 was added immediately after the Pd precursor without aging, the 
majority of the satellite NCs still conglomerated at the corners of the central NCs 
(Figure 7.3A). Edge-selective growth of satellite NCs was observed after the Pd 
precursor solution was aged for 5 min before the AgNO3 solution was introduced. 
Some edges were however broken in the middle and there were some scattered 
satellite NCs at the corners (Figure 7.3B). When the aging time was extended to 10 
min, satellite NCs with perfect edge-selective growth were obtained (Figure 6.3C, 
Chapter 6). Further increase in the aging time to 30 min produced hybrid NCs with 
very thin edges and a shallow depression in each of the facets (Figure 7.3C). 
 
 
Figure 7.3 SEM images of hybrid NCs formed by aging the H2PdCl4 growth 
solution (after first addition) for (A) 0 min, (B) 5 min, and (C) 30 min before the 
addition of the AgNO3 solution.  
 
7.2.2.2 Evolution of corner- and edge-satellite growth with time 
Further insights into the mechanisms of site-selective growths could be obtained by 




satellite hybrid NCs with octahedral central and satellite NCs were chosen for the time 
course study of corner-selective growth. The main stages in the shape evolution 
process are outlined in Figure 7.4A accompanied by experimental observations. TEM 
and HRTEM images of the intermediate products recovered from each stage are 
shown in Figure 7.4B-I. In the early stages of the reaction (Stage I), a number of 
ultrasmall NCs with size below 5 nm were formed (Figure 7.4B) and gathered around 
the corners of central Au NCs. Examination by HRTEM revealed that the aggregated 
ultrasmall NCs were randomly oriented (Figure 7.4F). As the reaction progressed to 2 
hours, the ultrasmall NCs grew in size but remained localized on the corners of the 
central NCs as shown in Figure 7.4C. HRTEM imaging (Figure 7.4G) revealed that 
the satellite NCs attached directly to the corners of central NCs were no longer loose 
aggregates of ultrasmall NCs but oriented solid NCs with their lattice in registration 
with the lattice of the central Au NCs. There were still some randomly oriented 
ultrasmall NCs in the neighborhood. This stage is identified as Stage II in Figure 7.4A. 
In the next two hours (Stage III), all the ultrasmall NCs disappeared leaving only well-
defined satellite NCs centered on the corners, as shown in the TEM image of Figure 
7.4D. HRTEM image (Figure 7.4H) indicated epitaxy between the central and satellite 
NCs and exposure of {111} facets in the satellite NCs with some slight truncations in 
their corners revealing the {100} facets. After this stage, the satellite NCs developed 
into a full octahedral shape with well-defined facets and sharp tips (Stage IV), as 
shown by the TEM and HRTEM images in Figure 7.4E and 7.4I. Thereafter, the 
satellite NCs grew in size while preserving an overall octahedral shape. Corner-







Figure 7.4 (A) Schematic illustration of the main stages in the formation of corner-
satellite hybrid NCs. (B-E) TEM images of the hybrid NCs obtained at  reaction time 
of 45 min, 2 hours, 4 hours, and 6 hours and (F-I) the corresponding HRTEM images 








Figure 7.5 (A) Schematic illustrations of the main stages in the formation of the 
edge-satellite hybrid NCs. (B-F) TEM images of hybrid NCs formed after addition of 
H2PdCl4 to the growth solution and aged for 10 min; and 20 min, 1 hour, 3 hours and 6 
hours after the introduction of AgNO3 to the growth solution and (G-K) the 
corresponding HRTEM images. Note: AgNO3 was introduced only after the H2PdCl4 




The evolution of edge-satellite hybrid NCs was also followed. Hybrid NCs with 
octahedral central NCs and edge-satellite NCs with exposed {111} facets were used 
for the time-course study, as shown in Figure 7.5. For the preparation of edge-satellite 
NCs, H2PdCl4 solution was added to the solution of the central NCs first and aged 
there for 10 min. The TEM image taken after aging shows that the NCs were 
enveloped by Moiré fringes with alternating bright and dark bands (Figure 7.5B). 
These Moiré fringes, which are characteristic of Au@Pd core-shell NCs because of the 
Au and Pd lattice mismatch (Fan et al, 2008; Lu et al, 2010), suggest the establishment 
of a thin Pd layer on the Au central NCs during aging. This Pd layer could also be 
identified in the HRTEM image (Figure 7.5G) as a smooth light contrast skin about 10 
atomic layers in thickness over a darker Au central NC. The Pd lattice was in 
registration with the lattice of the central Au NC. This is Stage I in Figure 7.5A. 
AgNO3 was then introduced to the aged growth solution and left to react for 20 min 
(Stage II), the formation of ultrasmall NCs was detected by TEM (Figure 7.5C). The 
aggregation of these ultrasmall NCs along the edges of the central NCs gave rise to a 
darker contrast of the edges in the latter.  HRTEM image (Figure 7.5H) shows that 
those ultrasmall NCs which were attached directly to the central NCs followed the 
lattice of the latter. However, there were still some randomly oriented ultrasmall NCs 
scattered around. 1 hour after the addition of AgNO3 (Stage III), the number of 
ultrasmall NCs increased and completely decorated the edges of the central NCs, as 
shown in the TEM image of Figure 7.5D. HRTEM imaging confirmed good 
registration between the lattice of the ultrasmall NCs and the lattice of the central NCs 
(Figure 7.5I). In the next 2 hours (Stage IV), the ultrasmall NCs coalesced and grew in 
size to form edge-satellite NCs with a rough texture (Figure 7.5E). The selective edge-




contrast in the obtuse corner due to the projection of the ridges in the viewing 
direction (Figure 7.5J). As the reaction continued to Stage V, the surface of the 
satellite NCs became smoother as shown in Figure 7.5F and 7.5K. Finally, fully-
developed edge-satellite NCs with well-defined shapes were formed, as shown in 
Figure 6.2A (Chapter 6). 
 
7.2.2.3 A proposed mechanism for site-selective growth 
After the identification of the key factors and the stages in the shape evolution process, 
a mechanism for the site-selective growth can then be proposed.  
 
 
Scheme 7.1 Schematic illustration of the UPD Ag - assisted spatial separation of 
galvanic displacement reaction and site-selective deposition. A Ag UPD layer was 
formed on the Au NC surface upon contacting the Au NC with Ag+ in the growth 
solution. The galvanic displacement reaction between Ag and Pd then dissolved the 
Ag layer. The electrons from Ag dissolution migrated to regions of high curvature, i.e. 
the corners, where the Pd precursor was reduced to Pd metal and formed small 
ultrasmall NCs when the local supersaturation was high enough to support 
homogeneous nucleation. Once the Ag layer was oxidized, UPD of Ag would 
immediately occur to replenish the dissolved Ag atoms. Hence the supply of electrons 
to the corner regions was not interrupted. The reduced Pd clusters would catalyze the 
reduction of Ag ions in their proximity. The co-reduction of Ag and Pd ions led to the 





Corner-selective growth was realized by adding AgNO3 to the growth solution before 
H2PdCl4. When AgNO3 was added to a growth solution containing Au NCs, 
underpotential deposition (UPD) of Ag occurred to form a layer on the central Au NC 
surface. UPD refers to the deposition of a monolayer or sub-monolayer of a metal on 
the surface of a different metal at a potential less negative than that required for bulk 
deposition. (Herrero et al, 2001) Ag UPD has been demonstrated on Au and Pt 
surfaces. (Herrero et al, 2001) The UPD of Ag on Au or Pt NCs is also known and 
strongly influential in the crystal growth of these NCs. (Liu and Guyot-Sionnest, 2005; 
Song et al, 2005; Grzelczak et al, 2008; Personick et al, 2011) When the Pd precursor 
was added to the growth solution containing Au NCs coated with a Ag monolayer, the 
displacement reaction between Ag and Pd occurred resulting in the dissolution of the 
Ag layer and the deposition of a Pd layer on the NC surface. (Chen et al, 2005) The 
galvanic-driven oxidation and reduction reactions could occur on different parts of the 
NC surface. (Sun and Xia, 2002; Chen et al, 2006; Lu et al, 2007; Zhang et al, 2008) It 
is well known that charges tend to collect in regions of high curvature of a conductor. 
Since Au is a good conductor, the electrons from the oxidation of the Ag UPD layer 
could migrate freely and accumulate at the corners of the Au NC owing to the high 
curvature there. The localized electrons would draw Pd precursor towards the corners; 
the local supersaturation after reduction could be high enough to support 
homogeneous nucleation and form ultrasmall NCs. (Perez-Juste et al, 2004; Grzelczak 
et al, 2008) It needs to be mentioned that once the Ag layer was oxidized, UPD of Ag 
would immediately occur to replenish the Ag atoms lost to oxidation. (Liu and Guyot-
Sionnest, 2005) The newly formed Ag UPD layer would then be oxidized and 
recreated; and the cycle went on. This cyclic process ensured a continuous supply of 




reduced Pd clusters would also catalyze the reduction of Ag ions in their proximity. In 
this way, Ag and Pd ions were co-reduced to form bimetallic satellite NCs on the 
corners of the central NCs. Once Ag atoms formed bimetallic NCs with the Pd atoms, 
they were less easy to be displaced by Pd ions as in the case of a pristine Ag UPD 
layer. The spatially separated galvanic displacement reaction and site-selective 
deposition initiated by Ag UPD is the key to site-selective growth of the satellite NCs. 
The UPD Ag – assisted galvanic displacement reaction and site-selective deposition is 
illustrated in Scheme 7.1. As the UPD of Ag would only form up to a monolayer, once 
a monolayer was complete, aging of AgNO3 did not affect the morphology of the final 
product. The morphology in corner-selective growth was therefore independent on the 
aging time of the Ag precursor. 
 
The ultrasmall NCs formed around the corners were not stable in the reaction system. 
They tended to coalesce at the corners of the central NCs. The coalesced NCs should 
contain substantial defects and were therefore high energy species. Atoms in a high 
energy state would rearrange to eliminate the defects or follow the lattice of the 
underlying substrate to reduce the energy. (Zheng et al, 2009). Similar particle 
coalescence process has been observed in the formation of NCs or the deposition of a 
metal on a foreign substrate. (Lim et al, 2009; Zheng et al, 2009; Lim et al, 2010; Lu et 
al, 2010) With continuing progress of the formation of AgPd satellite NCs, the 
concentrations of Pd and Ag precursors in the growth solution would decrease. After 
some time, the local atomic concentration in the corner regions would be lower than 
the supersaturation required for homogeneous nucleation. The formation of ultrasmall 
NCs ceased as a result. The subsequent deposition of Ag and Pd atoms then followed 




coalesced particles had an irregular morphology, the final NCs exhibited well-defined 
shape and facets without any bumps on their surface. The elimination of the small 
features to smooth the surface of the NCs was probably driven by Ostwald ripening, 
surface atomic diffusion and subsequent layer-by-layer deposition; all of them were 
expedited by the minuscule scale of a NC. The growth kinetics that guided the 
formation of specific shapes will be discussed later in Section 7.2.3.  
 
Edge-selective deposition was achieved by adding AgNO3 to an appropriately aged 
H2PdCl4 growth solution. A thin Pd layer was formed on the Au NCs during aging. 
The addition of AgNO3 to the growth solution containing the Pd-coated Au NCs, 
initiated the reduction of Ag ions due to the catalytic effect of the Pd layer, as shown 
in Section 7.2.1. It was likely that the formation and oxidation of the Ag layer on a Pd 
surface was faster than on a Au surface; generating more electrons in a given period of 
time. (The formation of ultrasmall NCs was experimentally faster in edge-selective 
growth) The local charge would be high if the electrons were concentrated only at the 
corners. The repulsive interaction between electrons dispersed the latter over a greater 
area; although regions of high curvature were still preferred and in this case, they were 
the edges. The localized electrons on the edges would attract precursors and promote 
the nucleation of ultrasmall NCs there. The ultrasmall NCs would then coalesce, 
reorganize, undergo epitaxial growth followed by layer-by-layer growth and surface 
re-organization to smoothen the exposed facets of the satellite NCs, similar to the 
formation of corner-satellite NCs discussed in the previous paragraph. 
 
As the formation of the Pd layer and its thickness were a function of time, the H2PdCl4 




would not be enough time for the deposition of the Pd layer if AgNO3 was introduced 
immediately after the Pd precursor. In that case growth was dominated by corner-
selective deposition. A short aging time formed a very thin or incomplete Pd layer and 
both corner- and edge-selective growths would occur, as confirmed by experimental 
observations. An appropriate aging time must be provided to establish a complete Pd 
layer with sufficient thickness to form exclusively edge-satellite NCs with well-
defined shapes. Excessive aging time, however, would over-deposit the Pd atoms on 
the central Au NCs during aging, leaving less Pd available for the subsequent edge-
selective growth. In this case the edges were thinner and the depression in the center of 
the facets was shallower. 
 
7.2.3 The shape-selective growth of satellite NCs 
7.2.3.1 Effect of AgNO3 concentration on the satellite NC shape 
Preparation variables which affected the shape of the satellite NCs were also 
investigated. As demonstrated in Chapter 6, the concentration of AgNO3 was a shape-
determining factor for the AgPd bimetallic satellite NCs. The AgNO3 concentration 
was therefore varied over a wide range of values to quantify and understand the effects 
better. We will first present the experimental findings and proposed mechanism for the 
corner-selective growth. Figure 7.6 shows the corner-satellite hybrid NCs formed at 
different AgNO3 concentrations while keeping other experimental conditions the same 
as the preparation of corner-satellite hybrid NCs with octahedral central NCs. In the 
absence of AgNO3, deposition of Pd atoms occurred on the entire surface of the 
octahedral Au central NCs, forming Au@Pd core-shell NCs. The shape of the Au@Pd 
NCs changed from octahedral to truncated octahedral (Figure 7.6A) to finally cubic 




central artificial atoms to prepare (Au@Pd)(AgPd) artificial molecules). The addition 
of AgNO3 to the growth solution altered the morphology considerably. When AgNO3 
was present in a small amount (equivalent to a concentration of 3 µM in the growth 
solution), the NCs were truncated octahedral as in the case without AgNO3 addition. A 
depression in each {111} facet and a gap in the middle of <111> edges were 
developed (Figure 7.6B). These features could be more easily seen in the magnified 
SEM image shown as the inset. Increasing the AgNO3 concentration to 6 µM caused 
the expansion of the depression and the gap leading to the formation of AuPd satellite 
NCs around the corners of the central NCs (Figure 7.6C). However, some satellite 
NCs were still connected to their neighbors. Further increase in the AgNO3 
concentration (≥10 µM) found the satellite NCs completely isolated from each other 
and clustered preferentially at the corners of the central NCs. The location of the 
satellite NCs did not change with further increases in the AgNO3 concentration but 
their shapes differed greatly. At a AgNO3 concentration of 10 µM in the growth 
solution, the satellite NCs were cubic shaped with exposed {100} facets (Figure 6.3A, 
Chapter 6). The satellite NCs became truncated octahedral with distorted facets when 
the AgNO3 concentration was increased to 15 µM, (Figure 7.6D). Facet distortion 
aggravated at a AgNO3 concentration of 30 µM where the satellite NCs displayed an 
overall truncated octahedral shape (Figure 7.6E). The facets became smoother when 
the AgNO3 concentration was further increased to 40 µM. The satellite NCs became 
octahedrons with some slight truncation at the corners (Figure 7.6F). At 60 µM 
AgNO3 concentration, octahedral satellite NCs with well-defined facets and sharp tips 







Figure 7.6 SEM and TEM images of corner-satellite NCs obtained with AgNO3 
concentration of (A) 0 µM, (B) 3 µM, (C) 6 µM, (D) 15 µM, (E) 30 µM and (F) 40 
µM. All other experimental conditions were kept the same as those in the preparation 
of corner-satellite hybrid NCs with octahedral central NCs. The insets show the SEM 
images of individual NCs at a higher magnification. 
 
It is known that there are three growth modes when a metal is deposited on a foreign 
surface: the layered growth mode, the island growth mode and an intermediate growth 
mode. The shape in a layered growth mode is mainly determined by two factors: (1) 




facets of the template and (2) the kinetics of the depositing species which may cause 
shape evolution. On the contrary, for a complete island growth, the shape of the 
underlying NC has no effect on the shape of the satellite NCs. The satellite NCs grow 
as an independent entity with the shape determined solely by the growth kinetics of 
their components.  
 
The deposition of Pd on Au central NCs in the absence of Ag followed the layered 
growth mode where Pd atoms enveloped the entire surface of a central Au NC and 
grew layer-by-layer. The layered growth of Pd on octahedral central NCs copied the 
features of the underlying facet leading to the exposure of Pd {111} facets. However, 
the growth kinetics of Pd atoms favored the formation of a cubic shape with {100} 
facets because of strong bromide ion adsorption on {100} facets thereby decreasing 
the growth rate in the <100> directions. Therefore, the NCs gradually transformed 
from octahedral to truncated octahedral and to cubic finally with the increase in the 
proportion of {100} facets at the expense of the decrease in the proportion of {111} 
facets.  
 
The addition of AgNO3 could affect the morphology of the hybrid NCs in two ways:  
to induce localized island growth of satellite NCs and to modify the growth kinetics. 
At low AgNO3 concentrations (≤10 µM), the influence of AgNO3 on growth kinetics 
was quite minimal. Hence AgNO3 contributed mostly to inducing localized island 
growth of the satellite NCs. As discussed in 7.2.2.3, continuously alternating Ag UPD 
and Ag layer dissolution drove the spatial separation in the galvanic displacement 
reaction and the site-selective deposition of satellite NCs. The difference in hybrid NC 




formed. At a very low AgNO3 concentration of 3 µM, there was inadequate Ag to 
sustain the formation of a contiguous Ag UPD layer. It was more likely for the satellite 
NCs to form and grow around the corners initially when the AgNO3 concentration was 
sufficiently high to form the UPD Ag and to supply the electrons to the corners after 
oxidation. The incorporation of Ag atoms into the satellite NCs depleted the Ag source. 
There was no longer sufficient Ag to sustain the formation of the UPD Ag layer and to 
maintain the island growth on the corners. The deposition of satellite NCs then 
switched over to the layered growth mode. The gap between neighboring satellite NCs 
tended to be closed up leaving small depressions in the facets. The resulting hybrid 
NCs had the same overall truncated octahedral shape as those formed in the absence of 
AgNO3. The surface features of the octahedral central NC were copied to the growth 
layer due to the templating effect of layered growth; and hence {111} facets were 
preferentially exposed. However, the growth kinetics, dominated by the deposition 
kinetics of the Pd atoms, favored the exposure of the {100} facets. With the increase 
in the AgNO3 concentration to 6 µM, the supply of Ag species became more abundant 
to sustain the formation of a UPD layer. As a result, local island growth on the corners 
was enhanced resulting in greater depressions and gaps between the neighboring 
satellite NCs. However, the layered growth of satellite NCs could not be completely 
suppressed and hence some satellite NCs were still connected to their neighbors. At a 
AgNO3 concentration higher than 10 µM, the Ag supply was plentiful to sustain a 
UPD layer even with the removal of Ag atoms as part of the satellite NCs. A complete 
island growth was viable with each satellite NC growing independently on the corners 
of the central NC. Once the satellite NCs entered into the island growth mode, the 
shape of the satellite NCs was no longer determined by the template NC (the central 




kinetics of Pd atoms which prefers the exposure of {100} facets as much as possible, 
the growth kinetics of Ag favors an increase in the proportion of exposed {111} facets. 
When the Pd precursor was reduced spontaneously on the Au central NCs, the Ag 
precursor would adsorb on the Pd surface and be reduced there. The adsorption on 
{100} facets was likely to be stronger as has been shown in many studies. (Sau and 
Murphy, 2004; Song et al, 2005) With the presence of more Ag precursor in the 
growth solution, there would be more deposition; and hence a faster growth in the 
<100> direction; resulting in satellite NCs enclosed predominantly by {111} facets. At 
a AgNO3 concentration of 10 µM in the growth solution, the shape of satellite NCs 
was dominated by the growth kinetic of Pd atoms, which shaped the satellite NCs into 
cubes with exposed {100} facets. When the AgNO3 concentration was 15 µM, the 
competition between the growth kinetics of Ag and Pd atoms led to the formation of 
truncated octahedral satellite NCs to increase the surface proportion of {111} facets. 
However, such competition also resulted in the formation of ill-defined facets. Such 
facet distortion became more severe when the AgNO3 concentration was increased to 
30 µM. At a AgNO3 concentration of 40 µM, the increase in the proportion of {111} 
facets resulted in truncated octahedral NCs with a smaller truncation degree. The 
facets were smoothened by the increasing dominance of the growth kinetics of Ag 
atoms over that of Pd atoms. Finally, when deposition was dominated by the growth 
kinetics of the Ag atoms (at AgNO3 concentration of 60 µM), octahedrons with sharp 
tips and well-defined facets were formed.  
 
A similar effect of AgNO3 concentration on morphology development was also 
observed in edge-selective growth. At a very low concentration of AgNO3 (5 µM), 




shown in Figure 7.7A. The depression was small and caused by the thickening of the 
edges of the hybrid NCs. The truncated octahedral shape was due to the combined 
effect of Pd growth kinetics and the templating action of the octahedral central NCs. 
At such low AgNO3 concentrations, there were not enough Ag ions to form a 
contiguous Ag layer to sustain island growth of the satellite NCs. In this case, the 
deposition of satellite NCs probably started as island growth at the edges and then 
entered into layered growth on the surface of the central NCs when the Ag species 
were progressively depleted by deposition as satellite NCs. The layered growth then 
filled the gaps between the satellite NCs. With the increase in AgNO3 concentration, 
more Ag species was available to sustain a Ag overlayer for the island growth. In 
particular at a AgNO3 concentration of 10 mM, a complete edge-selective island 
growth was possible (Figure 6.3C, Chapter 6). The shape of the satellite NCs was 
mainly governed by the growth kinetics of Pd atoms, exposing preferentially the {100} 
facets leading to the formation of edge-satellite NCs enclosed by {100} facets. With 
further increases in the AgNO3 concentration, the Ag species began to influence the 
shape of the satellite NCs. They favored growth in the <100> directions leading to the 
increased presence of {111} facets at the expense of {100} facets. As a result, the 
hybrid NCs were transformed to truncated octahedrons with different degrees of 
truncation (large truncation at [AgNO3] = 20 µM, Figure 6.3D, Chapter 6 and small 
truncation at [AgNO3] = 40 µM, Figure 7.7B); and finally to regular octahedrons 






Figure 7.7 SEM images of edge-satellite growth of hybrid NCs at AgNO3 
concentration of (A) 5 µM, and (B) 40 µM. All other experimental conditions were the 
same as in the preparation of edge-satellite hybrid NCs with octahedral central NCs. 
 
 
7.2.3.2 Effect of reduction rates on the shape of the satellite NCs 
The reduction rates of the metal precursors also affected the shape of the satellite NCs. 
HCl was used to modify the reduction rates. Corner-satellite hybrid NCs with 
octahedral central NCs were used to investigate the effects of reduction rates. The 
effect of HCl concentration was evaluated at two AgNO3 concentrations: 10 mM 
where cubic satellite NCs with {100} facets were formed; and 40 mM where truncated 
octahedrons with mostly {111} facets and small {100} truncation were formed. In 
both instances the HCl concentration in the growth solution was 2 mM. Comparative 
experiments were then carried out without HCl and with a higher concentration (5 mM) 
of HCl in the growth solution. The results are shown in the TEM images in Figure 7.8. 
The satellite NCs were all deposited at the corners of central Au octahedral NCs. In 
the absence of HCl, the satellite NCs obtained at both AgNO3 concentrations exhibited 
rough facets (Figure 7.8A-B). The facets of the satellite NCs were well-defined in the 
presence of HCl. At 5 mM HCl concentration, the satellite NCs were truncated 
octahedrons at a AgNO3 concentration of 10 mM and octahedrons with sharp tips at a 




facets therefore increased relative to the satellite NCs formed with a HCl concentration 




Figure 7.8 TEM images of hybrid NCs obtained with HCl concentration of (A)-
(B) 0 mM and (C)-(D) 5 mM at two AgNO3 concentrations namely (A) and (C) 10 µM 
and (B) and (D) 40 µM. The ascorbic acid concentration in the growth solution was 
fixed at 2 mM.  
 
The dependence of the metal ion reduction rates on HCl concentration could be due to 
the pH-dependent reducing power of ascorbic acid which has been advantageously 
used in the reduction of metal precursors (Ming et al, 2009) In an alkaline 
environment, the deprotonated form of ascorbic acid is more stabilized, leading to a 
stronger reducing power and a faster reduction of metal precursors. The reverse is true 
for the acidic form of ascorbic acid (i.e. slower metal precursor reduction). Both 
nucleation and growth are affected by the metal ion reduction rate. (Lee et al, 2008; 
Lim et al, 2010) Multiple nucleation on the central Au NCs probably occurred in a less 
acidic solution (no HCl addition) where reduction was not inhibited. The high 




of the lack of relaxation time for atomic reorganization) and consequently the 
incidental high-energy bumps on the surface were not removed resulting in a rougher 
facet. The slower reduction rate in a more acidic solution (in the presence of HCl) 
decreased the deposition rate to favor the formation of better defined facets. With a 
slower reduction rate, the number of atoms available for deposition was limited. Most 
of these atoms were able to select their favorable growth sites. In our reaction system, 
an inhibited reduction rate under higher HCl concentration favored the deposition in th 
<100> directions and the exposure of the {111} facets. 
 
7. 3 Conclusion 
The formation of bimetallic satellite NCs and their site- and shape-selective growth on 
central Au NCs were examined in some detail in this part of the work. The following 
proposed mechanisms were able to explain the observations: (i) The co-reduction of 
Pd and Ag precursors was critical for the formation of bimetallic satellite NCs. 
Reduction of Ag ions was made possible by the in-situ formation of Pd clusters with 
exposed facets that could catalyze the reduction of Ag ions. (ii) The precursor addition 
sequence and the aging time of the Pd precursor (for edge-selective growth) were the 
factors that determined the deposition site of the satellite NCs. The sustainable 
formation of a contiguous Ag layer on the central NCs and its oxidation drove the 
spatial separation of the galvanic displacement reaction and the site-selective 
deposition of the satellite NCs. The accumulation of the electrons from Ag layer 
oxidation on the corners of the central Au NCs promoted the localized deposition of 
satellite NCs there. A Pd layer was formed upon aging the Pd precursor in the growth 
solution. This Pd layer then catalyzed the reduction of Ag+ to a Ag layer. The electrons 




promote the deposition of satellite NCs on the edges. (iii) The shape of the satellite 
NCs were determined by growth kinetics and could be regulated by AgNO3 and HCl 
concentrations. The growth kinetics of Pd favored the exposure of {100} facets and 
this could be used to form satellite NCs bound by {100} facets at low AgNO3 
concentrations. On the contrary the growth kinetics of Ag favored the formation of 
{111} facets and hence satellite NCs bound by {111} facets were formed at high 
AgNO3 concentrations. A suppressed metal ion reduction rate through HCl addition 
could be used to promote the formation of smoother surface and to vary the proportion 
of {111} to {100} facets.  
 
The Ag UPD initiated spatial separation of the galvanic displacement reaction and 
site-selective deposition; working in conjunction with growth kinetics control, was an 
effective strategy for growth site control and the directed evolution of the shape of the 
satellite NCs. We believe that this method is of general utility and may be applied to 






CHAPTER 8  CONCLUSION AND 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
8. 1 Conclusion 
The main objective of this thesis study is to develop a rational, directed evolutionary 
approach to increase the diversity and complexity of noble metal NCs that can be 
achieved in a synthesis. The emphasis is on the programmability of size and shape of 
polyhedral NCs. The approach was demonstrated by the successful synthesis of 
monodisperse Au-based NCs and hybrid NCs in customizable sizes, modifiable twin 
structures and variable high-index facets (which define the particle overall 
morphology). For the hybrid NCs, the independent tunability of size and shape of the 
constituent NCs may be combined with their spatial organizations to generate a nearly 
infinite number of variants. 
 
The major findings of this study include the following: 
1. High-index concave TOH Au NCs with customizable uniform sizes were 
synthesized by a seed-mediated growth method using CTAC as the capping agent. 
TEM measurements indicated that the TOH surface was bound by high-index {hhl} 
facets such as {221}, {331}, and/or {441}. The size of the TOH Au NCs could be 
increased step-wise from 55 to 120 nm by applying seed-mediated growth 
sequentially. The TOH Au NCs displayed size-dependent SPR properties; with the 
SPR peak red-shifted with the increase in NC size. The presence of the high-index 
{hhl} facets on the TOH surface was also confirmed by cyclic voltammetry since 
based on the different electrochemistry on cubic and octahedral Au NCs. The 




face-blocking preferential adsorption of CTA+ on high-index facets, and ii) a 
favorable reduction rate of the metal precursor ions in the growth solution. The 
size and shape uniformity of the TOH NCs facilitated their self-assembly into 
ordered hexagonal or square packed structures simply by solvent evaporation on a 
substrate. The ability to synthesize high-index NCs with good monodispersity and 
customizable sizes is a contribution to the comprehensive evaluation of the effects 
of high-index facets on NC properties. 
 
2. High-index NCs with twinned structures could also be synthesized. A new 
nanostructure - shield-like Au NCs with single-twins and high-index {hhl} facets 
was discovered. Structural analysis revealed the presence of {111} single-twin 
planes and high-index facets such as {331} in these NCs. The formation of the 
high-index facets was again attributable to the preferential adsorption of CTA+ on 
the high-index facets. The single-twin planes in the NCs were formed by the 
coalescence of CTA+- capped Au NCs using NaCl addition to the growth solution 
to screen out the repulsive charges on the NCs. UV-vis spectroscopy and 
electrochemical measurements indicated some property differences from other 
types of Au NCs. The unique shield-like Au NCs augmented the library of shapes 
which can be used to develop structure-property relationships.   
 
3. High-index NCs with a variety of high-index facets were then synthesized. The 
synthesis was based on the heteroepitaxial growth of a conformal Pd overlayer on 
concave TOH Au NC seeds under careful control of the growth kinetics. 
Polyhedral Au@Pd core-shell NCs enclosed by three different classes of high-




with {hkl} facets and THH NCs with {hk0} facets were formed in high yield. The 
Miller indices of the NCs were also modifiable. The catalytic activities of these 
NCs were evaluated by the structure-sensitive formic acid electrooxidation 
reaction. The results confirmed the higher reactivity of the high-index facets 
(relative to the usual low-index facets). Hence heteroepitaxial growth on 
preformed high-index polyhedral templates under growth kinetics control is a 
simple but effective strategy for the synthesis of high-index noble metal NCs. This 
method of shape evolution reduces the efforts in kinetic tuning which would 
otherwise be needed if the high-index faceted NCs are to be formed without the 
templates. It also improves the controllability of the surface structure of the NCs 
and offers new options in the shape-controlled synthesis of noble metal NCs. 
 
4. The metal NCs with size and shape and composition customizability may be 
regarded as artificial metallic atoms. Artificial metallic molecules can then be 
formed from the artificial metallic atoms through true metallic bonds. Such 
“molecules” could not be formed by real atoms. A diverse range of artificial 
metallic molecules with exotic but well-defined morphologies could be formed 
through the precision and independent control of the shape and size of the artificial 
atoms and their spatial arrangement. This was demonstrated by the synthesis of 
artificial metallic molecules consisting of central Au artificial atoms and satellite 
AgPd bimetallic artificial atoms. The exposed facets of the central and satellite 
artificial atoms could be modified and those enclosed by {111}, {100} or their 
combinations were shown as examples. For spatial arrangements the satellite NCs 
could be made to bond selectively to the corners or the edges of a central NC. 




other types of facets and other materials were also demonstrated. The discovery of 
artificial metallic molecules and their enormous morphology diversity significantly 
increases the prospect for creating new and more interesting properties. As we 
learn to manipulate the spatial arrangement and the morphology of artificial atoms 
in new and more advanced ways, more sophisticated artificial metallic molecules 
may be created. The application potential of these artificial metallic molecules has 
yet to be explored, but is expected to be substantial in view of the high level of 
customization possible in the design.  
 
5. The mechanisms of formation of artificial metallic molecules were deduced from a 
series of experiments where the preparation conditions to enable the site-selective 
growth of (bimetallic) satellite NCs on central Au NCs; and to modify the exposed 
facets of the latter, were identified and optimized. The co-reduction of Pd and Ag 
precursors was needed for the formation of bimetallic satellite NCs. The reduction 
of Ag ions was catalyzed by a continuous supply of in-situ freshly reduced Pd 
facets. The deposition sites for the satellite NCs were determined mainly by the 
precursor addition sequence. The sustainable formation and oxidation of a Ag 
layer on the central NCs drove a spatially separated galvanic displacement reaction 
which enabled the site-selective deposition of the satellite NCs. A Pd layer was 
formed upon aging the Pd precursor in the growth solution which then catalyzed 
the reduction of Ag+ to a Ag layer. The electrons released by the ensuing Ag layer 
oxidation reaction were accumulated on the edges of the Pd layer and induced the 
deposition of the satellite NCs there. On the other hand, the shape of the satellite 
NCs was determined by growth kinetics and could be maneuvered by AgNO3 and 




exposure of {100} facets, could be used to form satellite NCs bound by {100} 
facets at low AgNO3 concentrations. On the contrary the growth kinetics of Ag 
favored the formation of {111} facets and hence satellite NCs bound by {111} 
facets were formed at high AgNO3 concentrations. HCl addition could inhibite the 
metal precursor reduction rate and this could be used to promote the formation of a 
smoother surface and to vary the proportion of {111} to {100} facets. The 
combined use of these measures increased the latitude in growth site control and in 
the directed evolution of the shape of the satellite NCs. The methodology is 
generic and may be applied to other metallic systems to generate a large library of 
interesting morphologies for property explorations. 
 
8. 2 Suggestions for future work 
1. Synthesis of multiply twinned high-index NCs 
Seed-mediated growth with kinetic control was used in Chapters 3 and 4 to form 
high-index Au NCs with single crystalline or singly twinned structures. This 
strategy may also be applicable to the preparation of multiply twinned particles 
(MTPs) by using appropriate MTP seeds and controlling the growth kinetics. The 
presence and distribution of the twin planes are known to have a marked effect on 
the particle shape. NCs which combine a multiply twin structure and high-index 
facets may have very different properties from their single crystalline counterparts. 
 
2. Synthesis of other noble metal high-index NCs through the heteroepitaxial 
templated growth method 
Heteroepitaxial growth guided by pre-formed high-index NC templates was used 




approach was demonstrated by the synthesis of Au@Pd core-shell NCs with 
variable high-index facets using TOH Au NCs as the template and controlling the 
deposition kinetics of the Pd shell (Chapter 5). This method could be extended to 
the preparation of other high-index noble metals such as Ag and Pt. Of particular 
interest is the formation of an alloy shell with customizable compositions which is 
extremely difficult to achieve by purely kinetic control. The library of noble metal 
with high-index facets could then be expanded to support the investigations of 
more structure-property relationships and their potential applications. 
 
3. Synthesis of artificial metallic molecules from artificial metallic atoms with other  
shapes and compositions 
A large number of artificial metallic molecules were synthesized by positioning the 
satellite artificial atoms on the corners or the edges of the central artificial atoms; 
and by varying the facets of the central and satellite artificial atoms from {111} to 
{100} (Chapter 6). The site-selective deposition and the directed shape evolution 
of the satellite NCs were based on the spatial separation of a galvanic displacement 
reaction sustained by a continuous Ag layer formation and oxidation process; and 
under the influence of growth kinetics control (Chapter 7). This strategy can be 
easily extended to the preparation of artificial metallic molecules from artificial 
metallic atoms with other shapes and compositions. We have already shown some 
of these possibilities in our demonstration of the generality and versatility of this 
construction approach (Section 6.3.6). The central and satellite artificial atoms may 
be fabricated from high-index NCs to increase the complexity in configurations. 
Besides, further modifications of the synthesized artificial metallic molecules, 




convert the metals into oxides and sulphides, and etching for the removal of 
selective components, may also be considered to increase the diversity and the 
level of sophistication in the nanostructures. 
 
4. Investigation of catalytic and optical properties of complex noble metal NCs 
The most interesting properties of high-index and hybrid NCs are their catalytic 
activity and their response to optical stimulations. With the capability to generate a 
large library of high quality NCs with customizable high-index facets as artificial 
atoms; and the creation of artificial metallic molecules from these artificial atoms, 
a more complete mapping of catalytic and optical properties to particle 
morphology should be possible. This can lead to an enhanced understanding of the 
physics of nanoscale noble metals underlying their unique size and shape 
dependent properties. It can also contribute considerably to the design and 
preparation of noble metal NCs with the desired morphological features for 
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Synthesis of low-index polyhedral gold nanocrystals 
 
Experimental details for the preparation of low-index polyhedral Au 
nanocrystals (NCs) 
Synthesis of Au octahedral seed NCs.  
Au octahedral NCs were first prepared and used as seeds for the preparation of larger 
octahedral or other types polyhedral NCs. The synthesis of Au octahedral seed NCs 
was based on a seed-mediated growth method with small Au NCs as seeds. For the 
preparation of small Au seed NCs, 7 mL of 75 mM CTAB solution was first prepared 
by heating at 30 oC with stirring to dissolve the CTAB. 87.5 µL of 20 mM HAuCl4 
solution was added to the CTAB solution. 0.6 mL of an ice-cold NaBH4 solution (10 
mM) was then injected quickly into the mixture under vigorous mixing to form a 
brown seed solution. Stirring continued gently at 30 oC for 2 to 5 hours to decompose 
the excess NaBH4.  
 
The seed solution was then diluted 100 fold with ultrapure water. A growth solution 
was prepared by adding 25 µL of 20 mM HAuCl4 solution and 0.387 mL of 38.8 mM 
ascorbic acid (in that order) into 12.1 mL of 16.5 mM CTAB solution in a clean test 
tube at 28 oC with thorough mixing after each addition. 0.15 mL of the diluted seed 
solution was added to the growth solution and thoroughly mixed. The mixture was left 
unperturbed at 28 oC overnight. The color of the solution changed to pink indicating 





Synthesis of low-index polyhedral Au NCs.  
For the preparation of octahedral Au NCs, 5 mL of the octahedral Au seed solution 
was added to 12.5 mL of a growth mixture containing 16 mM CTAB, 0.04 mM 
HAuCl4 and 1.2 mM ascorbic acid to enlarge the octahedral Au NCs. The mixture was 
thoroughly mixed and left unperturbed overnight. For growth of larger octahedral NCs, 
5 mL of the octahedral Au solution was added to 12.5 mL of a growth mixture 
containing 16 mM CTAB, 0.04 mM HAuCl4 and 1.2 mM ascorbic acid to enlarge the 
octahedral Au NCs. 
 
For the preparation of truncated octahedral Au NCs, 5 mL of the octahedral Au seed 
solution was added to 12.5 mL of growth mixture. The growth solution for smaller 
truncated octahedral Au NCs contained 16 mM CTAB, 0.04 mM HAuCl4 and 2 mM 
ascorbic acid. For larger truncated octahedral Au NCs, the growth solution contained 
16 mM CTAB, 0.08 mM HAuCl4 and 4 mM ascorbic acid. The mixture was 
thoroughly mixed and left unperturbed overnight. 
 
Cubic Au NCs were prepared in a similar manner as the TOH Au NCs (Chapter 3) 
except with the substitution of CTAC by CTAB at the same concentration. The growth 
solution for cubic NCs contained 16 mM CTAB, 0.2 mM HAuCl4 and 9.5 mM 
ascorbic acid. 6.5 mL of the octahedral seed solution was added to 12.5 mL of the 
growth solution to initiate the growth of cubic NCs. The mixture was thoroughly 
mixed and left unperturbed overnight. 
 
These polyhedral Au NCs was used as central NCs for the preparation of artificial 




Characterization for the low-index polyhedral Au NCs 
 
 
Figure 1. TEM and SEM images of (A)-(B) octahedral, (C)-(D) truncated octahedral 
Au NCs with small truncation, (E)-(F) truncated octahedral Au NCs with large 





Synthesis of cubic and octahedral Au@Pd nanocrystals and 
the electrochemical measurement towards formic acid 
oxidation 
 
Experimental details for the preparation of cubic and octahedral Au@Pd NCs 
For the synthesis of cubic NCs, the cubic Au NC solution was centrifuged twice to 
remove excess of ascorbic acid and then redispersed in same volume of a solution 
containing 16 mM CTAB and 2 mM ascorbic acid. 50 L of 10 mM H2PdCl4 was then 
added to 5 mL of the cubic Au NC solution. The mixture was mixed and left overnight. 
For the synthesis of octahedral Au@Pd NCs, 0.258 mL of 38.8 mM ascorbic acid and 
10 L of 10 mM of H2PdCl4 were added sequentially to 5mL of the Au octahedral NC 
solution. The solution was well shaken and left overnight. 
 
Characterization of cubic and octahedral Au@Pd NCs with low-index facets 
Figure 1 shows the TEM and SEM images of the cubic Au@Pd NCs with different 
amounts of deposited Pd. After the epitaxial growth of Pd shells on the Au cubes, the 
NCs adopted a perfect cubic shape. The contrast in the TEM images indicates the 
core-shell structure of the NCs. The HRTEM images taken from the corner of the NC 
revealed that the exposed facets are low-index {100} facets. The Au@Pd NCs easily 
assembled into ordered square arrays on the substrate with their facets in close contact 
with each other. This was made possible because of a high monodispersivity in shape 




different amounts of Pd on octahedral Au seeds. The fringes and the contrast in the 
TEM images confirm the successful deposition of Pd onto the Au cores. The growth of 
the Pd layer on octahedral Au seeds resulted in slightly truncated corners. The facets 
exposed by the truncation are {100} facets.  
 
 
Figure 1. (A)-(C) TEM images of cubic Au@Pd NCs prepared with Pd:Au atomic 
ratios of 1:4, 1:2 and 1:1 respectively. Below each TEM image is the corresponding 
HRTEM image (D)-(F) of the corner of a single cubic Au@Pd NC viewed from the 
<100> directions; showing that the NC is enclosed by {100} facets. The inset is the 








Figure 2. TEM images of octahedral Au@Pd NCs with Pd:Au atomic ratios of (A) 1:8, 
(B) 1:4, and (C) 1:2 respectively. (Column 1) TEM images showing the majority of 
NCs as octahedrons and the successful growth of Pd on the Au cores. (Column 2) A 
single octahedral Au@Pd NC viewed from the <110> directions showing the increase 
in thickness with Pd amount. (Column 3) HRTEM images of the corner of a Au@Pd 
NC showing that the NC is enclosed by {111} facets with {100} truncation. The 
corresponding FFT pattern of the HRTEM image is provided as an inset. (D) and (E) 







The effects of Pd shell thickness on the electrochemical behavior of cubic and 
octahedral Au@Pd NCs were investigated and shown in Figures 3 and 4. The 
oxidation of formic acid on cubic Au@Pd NCs showed a slight positive shift of the 
anodic peak potential from 0.44 V to 0.49 V with the increase in Pd/Au atomic ratio 
from 1/4 to 1. The peak current density was around 20 mA/cm2 and did not change 
much with the Pd amount. The cathodic scans showed sudden increase at around 0.5 V 
corresponding to the reduction of the oxide layer on Pd. The activity for formic acid 
oxidation recovered after the oxide film was reduced. For formic acid oxidation on 
octahedral Au@Pd NCs enclosed by {111} facets, the peak current increased from 
2.57 to 5.75 mA/cm2 with increasing Pd amount. The peak current density of 
octahedral NCs with {111} facets was only one fifth of that of cubes with {100} facets 
and occurred at a lower potential of ~0.2 V. The results agree well with measurements 
on bulk single crystalline electrodes and NCs with well-faceted cubic and octahedral 
shapes. For single crystalline Pd surfaces, the anodic peak current on Pd (100) surface 
is approximately four times higher than that on the Pd (111) surface while the peak 
potential on the (111) surface is about 0.35 V lower than that on the (100) surface. 
(Baldauf and Kolb, 1996; Hoshi et al, 2006) For NCs with well-defined Pd facets, the 
cubes showed a peak current which was five times higher than that of octahedrons; 
whereas the latter showed a peak potential lower than that of the cubes by 0.21 V. 
(Habas et al, 2007) The surface structure affected the electrocatalytic properties more 
significantly than the thickness of the Pd layer in this study since both cubic and 
octahedral NCs displayed characteristics of the polyhedral shape regardless of the 

































































Figure 3. Cyclic voltammograms of formic acid oxidation in 0.1 M HClO4 and 1 M 
HCOOOH catalyzed by cubic Au@Pd NCs with different Pd:Au atomic ratios. Scan 































































Figure 4. Cyclic voltammograms of formic acid oxidation in 0.1 M HClO4 and 1 M 
HCOOOH catalyzed by octahedral Au@Pd NCs with different Pd:Au atomic ratios. 




Table 1. Peak potential, peak current density and current density at 0V (vs Ag|AgCl) 
for Au@Pd NCs with different polyhedral shapes 
 












at 0 V 
(mA/cm2) 
Cube 1/4 0.44 20.38 0.97 
Cube 1/2 0.47 20.59 0.78 
Cube 1/1 0.49 20.19 0.92 
Octahedron 1/8 0.18 2.57 0.72 
Octahedron 1/4 0.21 3.76 1.12 
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